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PRE F ACE 
SOUTH AFRICA, a country renowned for its mineral wealth 
has, perhaps 
manufacturing 
paradoxically, no musical wind instrument 
industry of its own as yet. Thus performers, 
educators and students alike have either to travel to 
Europe or America to select an instrument, or to import an 
expensive instrument that may be both unseen and untried, 
as very few musical instrument dealers are prepared to 
outlay capital on stock which appeals to a decided minor-
ity of their potential customers. Alternately, a purchase 
of a particular make or model can be made on the basis of 
a hearsay opinion; at best, the opportunity for first-hand 
assessment is minimal. 
It is the trombone of U. S.A. manufacture and the German 
bassoon which represent the current state of their respec-
tive manufacturing arts, and the yardsticks by which their 
many imitator's efforts are measured. One of the main aims 
of this Thesis is to describe in objective terms what has 
been experienced subjectively over the years of involve-
ment with these instruments -- arguably a task similar to 
that of the art critic, but operating within more positiv-
ely defined parameters namely, what works for the student 
and professional. , and what doesn't. 
The~andidate claims credit for introducing the large-bore 
Bb/F trombone to South Africa in 1961, following with the 
introduction of the ·first double-valve bass trombone in 
1965, and the first 
in 1979. The first 
Schreiber bassoons 
The advantages and 
trombone and other 
bassoon and other 
such inst r ument with in-line rotors 
of the new 5000 seri e s larger-bore 
was likewise introduced in 1981. 
pitfalls of " d u ubling" between the 
wind instruments , and between the 
winds, are disc ussed at leng th in 
the final sect i on of the Thesis. 
Newca s tle, December 1985 
T ROM BON E S 
CHAPTER I BACKGROUNV ANV TERMINOLOGY 
IT IS A FACT OF MUSICAL LIFE today that the ove rwhelming 
majority of trombones , tenor and bass, used professionally 
in any category of musical activity are of United States 
manufacture . The cause of this effect ·is simply that the 
manufacturers of "The New World" have , since the 1930's, 
accompli shed adv ances in design, manufacture and quality 
(plus the ability to effectively market the ir merchandise 
worldwide) that have turned the heads of even the most 
traditional ly-minded European players). 
What is the source of these North American ideas in manufacture 
and design that now dominate the western world? On whose original 
designs are their highly-evolved instruments based? In the case 
of the trombone undoubtedly on tho se of the German and Viennese 
manufacturers, whose instruments were (and still are) unlike 
anything e lse produced in Europe or elsewhere!. While the French, 
Italians and British craftsmen - were turning out instruments 
wi th a small bell and tiny interior slide bore -- which 
produced a sound like ripping calico when played at any level 
greater than mezzo - forte -- the Teutonic makers were produc ing 
trombones with large (200 - 230mm) be lls, medium to large 
dual slide bores (lower slide of a greater interior diameter 
than upper) and, in at least 50% of the better quality 
instruments, manufactured out of Goldmessing , a brass a lloy 
which contained a higher percentage of copper3. These instruments 
had a far warmer sound, and blend~d, more easily with other 
s ection s of the orchestra . The sound also proj~cted further 
without becoming over:if "brassy", a property which remains in 
today's instruments that have a "gold brass" bell section. 
Many of the European craftsmen who emigrated t o the United States 
during the earlJy decades of this century were of the German or 
Viennese school, and i~ was only to be expected that many of 
them would in time form the co re of the North American musical 
instrument manufacturing industry as well as a number of the 
symphony orchestras. Besides, most- had brought instruments with 
them from "The Old Country" and, while French and Italian 
woodwinds were predominant among the e~rly emigrants of this 
century, the brass were of Germin or Austrian origin. 
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A notable example of one of these European craftsmen was Vincent 
Bach, whose name is today synonymous with excellence in the 
manufacturing of brass instruments. It has been said of him 
that he designed instruments in a scientific way, but with 
results only an artist could achieve 4 . Trained as a mechanical 
engineer at the MaschinenbauschuZe near Vienna, he studied under 
some of Austria's foremost brass players, such as Joseph Weiss 
(first trumpet in the Vienna VoZksopera) , George Stellwagen (fir.st 
/I 
trumpet, Wiener TonkunstZer orchestra) and Fritz Werner, virtuoso 
trumpeter of the Royal Pruss ian Court. 
Whilst visiting the United States initially on a concert tour, 
Vincent Bach -- now at the peak of his playing career - - stayed 
on to take up the appointment of first trumpet with the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra under Dr Karl Muck in 1915 . The first edition 
of his book "The Art of Trumpet Playing" was published in 1923; 
combining musical experience with his thorough training as an 
engineer he designed, developed and manufactured a range .of 
trumpets, cornets and trombones that have come to be accepted 
as "the state of the art" today. He retired in 1960, having sold 
his entire business to the firm of H & A Selmer5 . 
The major brass instrument manufacturers in the United States --
Conn, Holton and King (the H.N.White Company) share to a greater 
or lesser extent this direct E'uropean influence with ~lr Bach. 
Indeed, the first true Bb/F bass trombone (which replaced the 
low F instrument in America) was manufactured by Conn in 1921, 
and named the "Fuchs model". 
Since the second world war internationalism in music has been 
steadily on the increase, with traditional nationalism falling 
prey to world trends (be they for better or for worse), largely 
due to improved communication media and jet air travel. This holds 
equally true for the musical instrument manufacturing industry. 
London trombonist and pedagogue Denis Wick writes of, the "present-
day German trombone, which is actually the progenitor of the 
typical American symphony trombone" as having become "Americanised" 
in certain aspects of manufacture 6 . He likewise mentions the 
untraditional large-bore instrument made by the Parisian firm of 
Henri Selmer as having a "modern full-bodied tone quality,,7. 
Pursuing the "internationalism" concept further, the hitherto 
somewhat laggard British firm of Boosey & Hawkes/Besson have 
made a determined effort since the mid-nineteen-fifties to 
accomodate American (and British!) taste in trombone tone-
quality with bore sizes of .523", . 547" · and. 555". Outside the 
Bri tish Isles, however, they are -still renowned for their 
euphoniums and clarinets rather than their trombones. 
It would be wise at this juncture to explain the measurements 
used in discussing the internal and external dimensions of 
brass instruments. There is an anomalous situation here, as 
mouthpiece cup diameters are almost invariably expressed in 
millimetres, bell diameters and internal slide bore diameters 
(or, simply, "bore") are expressed in inches or fractions or 
an inch in English-speaking countries throughout the world, 
whether metricated or not. Thus, a typical symphony tenor 
trombone would have a bore of .547" (point, no t comma five-
four-seven of an inch, or inches), with a bell diameter of 
8!" and equipped with a mouthpiece of 25,75mm diameter. This 
mixed terminology is commonplace in the profession, though 
makers' catalogues usually supply both Imperial and metric 
measurements in their specification lists. An instrument's 
mouthpipe or lead pipe, i.e. the short portion of the upper 
slide which accepts the mouthpiece shank, can be described 
as open, standard or closed, depending on the degree of 
venturi effect (or temporary narrowing of the bore at this point). 
Double valve bass trombones have their valve rotors arranged 
in an independent or in-line manner, i.e. with both valves 
being attached to the main tubing, thus with two additional 
(and different) lengths of tubing available to the player, 
or they can be non-independen t, i. e. the second valve. is 
attached to the F-attachment's tubing, with the second length 
of tubing becoming available to the player only after the first 
valve and its tubing are already in use. The first valve on 
any trombone equipped with a rotor, be it tenor, bass or 
contrabass, invariably lowers the basic pitch of the instrument 
by a perfect fourtlf. The second valve on a bass trombone 
(originally added by Edward Kleinhammer inter alia in the 
nineteen-fifties to make the missing low B natural permamentZy 
available without having to resort to pulling out the tuning 
slide of the F section9 ) is '_built to lower the pitch a further 
i of a tone or a minor third in the case of non-independent valves, 
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and a minor or major third in the case of independent valves. In 
both cases the second arrangement is both preferable and most 
widely used, as both valves together then produce a fundamental 
of D (rather than a flat E or an E flat.) Hence the term Bb/F/D 
bass trombone. 
Little need be said concerning the virtually obsolete bass 
trombone in low F, although still manufactured with two valves 
as an F/C/Bb contrabass trombone by two German firms 10 . Even 
less need be said about the narrow bore English bass trombone 
in G, now mercifully defunct even in brass band circles, which 
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was personally described as "a diabolical example of unimaginitive 
British plumbing; a 'compromise' instrument which could boast 
neither the sonority of the F instrument nor the nimbleness of. 
the Bb/F" 11 . 
The addition of the F rotary valve to the Bb trombone in 1837 
TI •• by C F Sattler ln Vlenna must be regarded as the only significant 
improvement to the basic design of the trombone since its 
inception, improved dimensions and manufacturing techniques 
notwithstanding. Any objection to the slight interruption to 
the otherwise uninterrupted bore of the trombone can be overcome 
by one word: Quality. If manufacturing techniques Rre good and · 
real quality control is exercised by the manufacturer, there is 
no discernable difference in playing ckaracteristics if an F rotor 
(or even an F and Gb rotor) is added to a top line instrument l2 • 
The additional resistance presented to the air column by the 
approximately one metre of F tubing is another matter, and will 
be dealt with in detail in the course of Chapter Two. 
1. A Ylota.b.te exceptioYl 1...6 the V-<'evtYla PhilhaJwlOn.{.c Oltche6bul, whoM. t!tombo;UJ,U 
mu,ot by bulcUtiOlt Uf.J e dual bolte -<'MtJtumew (the holtM, too, ,oti.t.t pR.o.y a 
V-<'eYlYle6e ,oiYlg.i'.e hOM -<'Yl F). The BeJt.Un Philha.tulIon.{.c pfuyeM ,ow.{.;(:ched to 
Bach<> iYl the .tate ,oe>Jentie,o, M have mo,ot P~i.aYl pfuyeM iYl Itecent yeM,o. 
" 2. The 6-<.Jtm,o 06 HuYl!ti.ch ThuYl and La.t6ch both maYlu6acJwte a 6ull flaYlge 06 
t!tomboYle6 wdh dual ,oUde bolte. ThuYl, howeveJt, 066vt.6 ale. hL6 modw 
wdh a ,otJtai.ght ,oWe bolte M aYl aLteJtYlative. 
3. OltdJ.YlaJty, Olt "yUtow" bltM,o,hM a coppeJt/UYlC Jtatiu 06 appltowliatety 75:25, 
wit.i1.e gotd bltCLM Olt !ted b!tM,o hM a Jta:tJ.o 06 85: 15. BeJty.eLUm1 b!toYlze, a 
vcv-J.atiOYl 06 Ited b!tM,o, hM beeYl u,oed to good e66ed by the .tate Re.Hotd O. 
Sch.u.k.e, aYld the Yamaha CO!tPOJtatiOIl. 
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4. Se.emeJt Bandwagon, VoL 15 No. 1 1967, and Plte6ac.e, V,~Hc.el'Lt Bac.h 
Catalogtte., 1975. 
5. The H ~ A Se.emeJt Company, Etl<haltt, IHcUana (now a cUv.u..J..on 06 the. 
Magnavox Company) ha~ pledged not OYlty to uphold the hlghe.~t 
MandaltM 06 manu6ac.tu.!te, but c.t(um~ d c.an dupuc.ate Mit Bac.h' ~ 
"legac.y 0 6 J..deM" even molte nadh6u.t.e.y than WM pOMJ..ble J..n 
Bac.h' ~ own Mount VeJtnon, New YOItl< 6ac.tolty. 
6. Ven.u.. WJ..c.I< : Tltombone Tec.hnJ..que , p. 7 O.U.P. 
7. IbJ..d., p. 7. 
8. Up uYltit the e.aJt.f.y nJ..neteen-~~u the 6.uun 06 FMnl< HoUon 
and Company manu6ac.tu.!ted a ~maU-bolte Bb/G,titombone nolt ~tu.del'!.t 
~e, ~pec.J..nJ..c.aley 601t tho~e wi:w4e altm~ weJte M yet too ~hoJtt to 
c.om60!ttably Iteac.h the 6th and 7th ~Ude pO~J..UOM. Today theM 
.u.. an adeqLLate ~eiec.tJ..on 06 ughtwught, mecitwn bolte .6tu.dent 
modei Bb/.F :tMmbone~ on the maltl<et to Mtve th.i.6 pltoblem . 
9. EdlAWLd KtunhammeJt: The AJtt 06 Tltombone PtayJ..ng, p.53, Summy-
&!tc.haJtd Company. He W'l.au that a6teJt addJ..ng the ~ec.ond ,thumb 
valve "the p.ta.yeJt hM at h.i.6 c.ommand a c.omplete c.hitomatJ..c. ~c.ale 
(down J..nto the 6undoJnentat Olt "pedal" tonu) ... The titombone 
oitJ..gJ..nated MmetJ..me .ut the 60wLteenth Olt 6J..nteenth c.eYLtwty, and 
now Vt the twen.Ueth c.eYLtwty .u.. 6J..naily eJneJtg.utg a tonaUy 
c.omplete bM~ titombone". 
10. Gebll.. AiexandeJt 06 Munz, and Geblt. Thun 06 Bitvnen. 
11. GaUoway, V J : The Titomb one. Fam,uy, OPM VoL I, ItO. 1 1964, 
" Moltl<ei/ MU.te.eJt. 
12. The WitdeJt onc.e tac.l<ted the pitJ..nupat titombon.u..t 06 the NatJ..onal 
Symphony Oltc.hutita, MIL Bob GJ..UupJ..e -- long an antagon.u..t on 
the F attac.hment on the tenolt titombone -- on the ~ubjec.t, and a6teJt 
a glteat deal 06 fuc.u~~J..on MIL GJ..Ue~pJ..e nVtaUy admdted that a 
WM on.ty J..n the extJteme hJ..gh Jteg.u..teJt on the J..Mtitument -- V, Eb and 
F -- that he c.ould d.u..c.eJtn any J..nteMupuon J..n the mun bolte 06 the 
.{.Mtitumen..t, and th.i.6 on.ty .{.n the noitm 06 .6Ughtty .{.nc.!teMed Itu.u..tanc.e. 
Howevelt, th.i.6 aUeged Itu.u..tanc.e may be endvn.{.c. to the titombone 
wein: Stu.aItt Vvnp.6teJt, J..n h.i.6 bool< The ModeJtn TltOmbone (UnJ..veMay 
on CaUnOitMa PltU.6) .6tatu, on the .6ubjec.t on Mnge: "When MI<ed 
the quuuon about hJ..gh Mnge, I aiway.6 .6tate that the C-.6haltp above 
the tenolt c.ten .6 tan 6 .u.. the tMt really gocd MUnUng hJ..gh note. 
Above th.i.6 the notu ~evn to p.{.nc.h and ughten a ba, even.{.n 
ptayeM who have thvn weU deveioped."(P. 101) 
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CHAPTER II : CATEGORIES' SUBDIVISIONS 
"Gone are the days when a musician used the same instrument and 
mouthpiece for twenty to thirty years. Nothing is static with 
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the contemporary musician. He has more background, more 
schooling, and he refuses to believe that the existing techniques 
and designs cannot be constantly improved."l Indeed, not since 
the Golden Days of seventeenth-century Nurnburg has the player 
had a grander selection of instruments at his disposal. 
As suggested earlier, it has become convenient to describe the 
"bore" of a trombone by giving the internal diameter of the inner 
' slide in fractions of an inch, and the maximum bell diameter in 
inches and fractions thereof. Tenor trombone bores today vary 
from.484" to ,,559", with a number of "standard" sizes in between. 
Bass trombone bores remain within somewhat ,narrower confines: 
.562" to .567". Tenor bell diameters vary between 7~" and 9"; 
basses between 9" and IO!". 
The various types of music encountered in practical playing 
situations has in many ways determined the dimensions of the 
four basic categories of trombone, i.e. small- to medium-small-
bore tenor; medium-large or "intermediate" sized tenor; large 
bore or "symphony" tenor, and the genuine bass trombone. 
All these instruments have Bb as their basic pitch, and a slide 
providing seven "positions", or half-tone shifts. The differences 
lie in the internal dimensions of , the s11de c and.bell sections, 
and the rotary valve additions to the bell section, and not the 
length of the slide or the instrument in general. 
a) Small to medium-small bore trombones are generally regarded as 
those having a slide bore of between .484" and .515", a bell 
diameter of between n" and 8!", and a bright, fairly light tone 
quality. They are also referred to in the profession as jazz or 
studio ' trombones. By the same token, they cannot produce an 
acceptable symphonic sound above a true forte, and the built-in 
resistance that aids the player's stamina and endurance in a three-
hour recording or stage band session can be physically frustrating 
to a player accustomed to the wider bore of a tenor trombone 
designed for use in a somewhat ~arger ensemble away fr6m the 
microphone. 
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Lightweight outer slides are a popular feature with these smaller 
trombones (although almost equally popular in all three of the 
other categories of instrument), but on account of the extremely 
thin-guage nickel silver or brass used, are more susceptible to 
dents and "nicking" than the ordinary variety. Students almost 
invariably begin their trombone-playing career with a small or 
medium-small instrument, as they are plentiful on the second-hand 
market and relatively inexpensive. Very few have the added facility 
of an F attachment. 
b) Medium-large bore tenor trombones are found only in the bore 
sizes of .522" or .525", and in every case 'available with F 
attachement if desired 2 . The three models marketed today (King 
3B+, Conn 74 or 7SH, and Bach 36(B)) are all quite different in 
playing characteristics, suppbrtingthe contention that slide bore 
dimensions on their own provide only a superficial description. 
The main differences between these three instruments can be 
ascribed to bell materials, slide materials and bell "core" widths. 
This "intermediate" category provides the would-be purchaser with 
a real choice; these instruments can be effectively used in all 
playing situations from small-group jazz to solo recitals and 
even first-chair playing in a small to medium sized orchestra. 
c) The so-called Symphony tenor trombone has become the accepted 
standard in orchestras since the second world war, in line with 
the move towards larger orchestras and an educated public taste 
for broader tone colours among the brass (and more readily 
identifiable timbres among the woodwind). Where once the "old" 
symphonic bore of .522" or the now defunct .531"or .533" was 
considered adequate, the vast majority of professional players 
and advanced students adhere to today's standard of .547" or 
thereabouts . As is the case in other categories, this bore size 
may be complemented by a lightweight slide and/or a bell section 
made of gold brass or red brass, which further darkens the tone. 
A relative newcomer is the Friedman model Holton, which has a 
dual slide bore of .547/559" , which is reputed to offer superior 
projection in the concert hall. This represents in a way a 
cyclical return to the dual bore instruments of Berlin and Vienna, 
though the Friedman trombone would be considered considerably 
larger than the iii oder iv weite- models that are generally used 
in those cities. 
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The slide "bow", that is, the curved section connecting the two 
branches of the slide, is of a wider radius in the case of 
symphony tenors, although the Conn 8 and 88H are somewhat less 
Mide than others in this ~ategory3. The mouthpiece receiver pipe, 
more commonly referred to as the lead or leader pipe, likewise 
has a wider opening than on smaller trombones, making a larger 
shank (in diameter and length) necessary on any mouthpiece that 
is to be used, as is the case with true bass trombones as well. 
Mouthpie ce manufacture rs mak e most of their models from appr~x­
imately 25mm diame ter upwards available with small or large shank. 
By far the most widely used models in this category are the Bach 
42B and the Conn 881-1, which are the subject of a direct comparison 
in the next chapter. Other popular .547" mod e ls are made by King . 
(4B & 5B), Holton (TR 150 & 15 8), Yamaha (.551"), Blessing and 
Getzen. The onc~-popular Olds "Opera", originally with nickel 
silver bell, is no longer produced as the Olds/Reynolds factory 
closed down in July 1979. 
d) Bass trombones: when Bela Bartok wrote his Conoerto f o r Orohestra 
in 1943, the bass trombone he had in mind was the obsolete low F 
instrument in use in Europe during his formative years'!. The 
• resultant glissando from low B natural up to F,~; ~ 
was perfectly straightforward on the old F --:J :J 
instrument, but created headaches for performers ~7J-----
"2 - ~ 
on the Bb/F instrument until the double-valve bass trombone became 
readily available from manufacturers in the sixties. Instead of 
playing a simple glissando from 7th to 1st position on the first 
harmonic (as one did on the low F bass trombone), today's player 
has to glissando from ~xtended 7th . to 1st position with~both thumb 
valves depressed, releasing the second valve at the top of the gliss. 
in order to obtain the terminal F in 1st posit~on, if his second 
valve is tuned to a flat E natural (bE tuning). If he has the Bb/F/D 
tuning, he must glissando from a low B in slightly extended 5th 
position, releasing the second valve as he reaches D in 1st position , 
and "faking" a glissando -- usually disguised as a good legato --
for the remaining minor third up to F. The ear usually accepts 
this, and in practice ~onductors are mainly interested in hearing 
a good low B natural at the beginning of the glissando!. 
As to the incidence of the F attachment option among the three 
categories of tenor trombone, it should be mentioned that said 
incidence appears to increase in proportion to the bore size. 
The two reasons for this are a) The extra resistance of the 
metre or so of extra tubing is less noticeable to the player 
as the overall bore size of the instrument increase, and b) 
the more symphqnic-orientated player is the most likely to wish 
to llave those notes at his disposal as are provided by the F 
section itself, n amely, low Eb to low C. There are, however, 
many players of smaller-bore instruments who wish for the added 
facility of having C (below middle C) and F available in 1st 
position, regardless of the nature of the music they perform. 
Additionally, F attachment trombones of all bore sizes are by 
nature of their design better balanced physically, with the need 
for a disc balancer on the tuning slide stay done away with, and 
the apparent "nose-heaviness" of some instruments virtually 
neutralised. Approximately 10% of small and medium-small bore 
trombones are equipped with an F attachment, while the percentage 
in the case of the "intermediate" sized instrument is around 40% 
and still rising. With the bigger symphony tenor the percentage 
is estimated to be between 65% and 70%. 
With the bass trombone, of course, there is no "option" regarding 
the F attachment. Real options are the choice or not of a second 
rotary valve, and whether it is to be operated by the thumb or 
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by the middle finger; whether it is to be "in-line" or non-
independent, and what tuning is to be used. A recent survey 
(January 1984) reveals that out of 22 professional models offered,6 
no less than sixteen of them come equipped with two valvesZ 
This chapter would not be complete without a brief mention of the 
ratio of the F(and bE/g/Gb) section bore diameter in relation to 
the instrument's slide bore. As the rotary valve(s) are positioned 
on the main tubing some centimeters after the end of the slide 
section, it would seem logical to comply with the gentle conicity 
of the instrument's bore at this stage, and have the valve tubing 
commensurately larger in bore than the slide. In fact, this is 
what most makers do, w-ith the valve tubing being between ,032 and 
,042 larger in i*terior diameter than the slides. The H.N. White 
Company, however, have a policy of matching their ancillary tubing 
to exactly that of the main slide, so that if the slide bore is 
a nominal .547", so is the F/D attachment tubing. It must be 
admitted that this provides a mo[~ homogeneous sound at moderate 
volume, but tends to "kick back" on an sfp trigger note. 
This policy extends to the King bass trombone range, altho~gh the 
largest of the three models does have wider ancillary tubing 
(.580" against a .562" slide bore). 
I. Robe4t Gla4dlnelll, "B4a~~ Unllmlted V , 1977 
2. H. Thein 06 B4emen, Ge4many, ma~eo a .521" b04e ten04; the 
Holton-p40du ced Ma4tln .524" model hao been dlocontlnued. 
3. O. ·Edwa4d Thaye4 06 Waldp04t, 04egon, U.S.A., who 066e40 
axlal-6low valve conve4010no in place 06 the uoual 40ta4y 
value, noteo in hlo p41ce llot: 
"BeCaMe 06 ito n~OWe4 otide, a 6ew uombol'll.6t6 61nd that the ax.la.t-6low 
valve lMtalled in the Conn uombone (IIH) COllleo agalM.t thei4 jaw ma~ng 
It uncom604table. In thl.6 CMe the oude. muot be. wlde.ne.d. The4e. lo no 
pMble.m with the. Bach conveMlon M the. oude lo wlde4." 
Th e. appucation 06 Mil. Thaye4' ~ aual-6low valve. lo a welcome addlMon to 
the pM6eoolonciL mMicu, and hl.6 lettVL and dlag4am Me included. 
4. Thlo, too, WM the lMuwnent 604 which B4aiuno, CMpln, Tchal~ov.6~y 
and Webe4 w4ote. Thl.6 expla<'M the lncluolon 06 bMo uombone only (no 
tenoM) in the oM~~ci..6e.d .6CMeo 06 Chopln'.6 two plano conceJtto.6, 
whe4e the llk;)un, deep .Umb4e 06 the. low F lMUWl1ent would have blended 
eMily with the h04M and low .6Ulng.6. The lowe.6t note 06 the F bMo 
uombone. (be601te the advent 06 .the C thwnb-valve) WM two-lege4-une.6 
B na.tu4al, wh..<.ch expla.{,M the. .6uddel1 upWMd leap 06 a MveYLth in 
Tchal~ovo~y'l,:, 112 OveJttMe and MMChe. Slave baM uombone pMt.6 -- It 
lac~ed what lo now commonly ~nown M "pedal" Bb. Ve4dl' 0 Cimbasso (4th 
t4ombone) pMt.6 Me u~ewloe 604 the F bM.6 -- otide or valve. 
5. The4e lo a third pM.61blllty 06 the independent Mt04 lMuwneYLt: pull the. 
F .6ecUon tuYLing I,:,ude. aU the way out to give a 6lat E in l.6t pO.6l.tlon, 
and pull the Gb McUon tuYLing .6Ude. a.e.e. the way out to give a ohMp F in 
lot pol,:,.{..tlon. Gllo.6ando wl.th the l.6t valve alone, oubotl.tutlng It with the 
2nd valve at the top 06 the gllooando (on 4each<.ng lot po.6.{..tlon). 
6. Thl.6 .6Mvey lnuude.6 the 4ange 06 Yamaha bM.6 uomboneo. AmeJtlcan in de.61gn 
(Renold O. Schl.e.~e) and Japaneoe in manu6actMe, theoe l.MUwnento Me 
meeting wlth much popula4lty in the U.S.A. due to thei4 exceLe.eYLt quall.ty. 
7. The 4eMon a bM.6 uombone needs a oecond valve i.od:otJe6ully cMomatic a.e.e. 
the way down to the 6undamental 04 "pedal" ha4moYLic. The low B na.tMal lo 
mlo.61ng on t he Bb/F lMUwneYLt becauo.e the n04mal Bb .6Ude, whic.h p40vlde.6 
oeven P0.6.{..tloM on the. ten04 lMuwnent, ou661ce.6 only 604 six (and that 
at a plnClfij on the "longeJt" lMUwneYLt in F, onc.e. the F tubl.ng l.6 added. 
FM the .6I1me 4eMon 06 phy.61co It wlll be 60lll'l.d that the futance between 
6th g nh pM.ilion (on the. tenM uombone) lo almO.6t 6% mMe than the 
futance b~veen l.6t g 2nd po.6.{..tlon. The low V tun<.ng hM only 5 P0.6l.tl0n6 . 
..., .. ft> 
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CHAPTER I I I COMPARISONS ANV EVALUATIONS 
" I prefer to use '<l large bore, free blolving instrument (as little 
resistance as possible) with a very large mouthpiece" confesses 
Ralph Sauer, 1st trombone of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra '. 
Mr Sauer's taste is certainly not unique; a perusal of the Internat-
ional Trombone' Association's Journ~ls and NewslettersZsince 1979 has 
revealed that all but four trombonists occupying first or second 
chair in the major North American orchestras play either a Bach 
42(B) or a Conn 8(8)H . The other players interviewed play either 
a King 513 (Cleveland) or Holton "Friedman" (Chicago). Occasional 
use is made of a Bch 36B in some cases when the repertoire demands. 
It was also revealed that the second chair player in some cases 
used a single-valve bass trombone for the second parts. 
There is a good reason for these choices. In order to maintain a 
desi rab le trombone tone quality from ppp to ffff in an 80 to 120 
piece symphony orchestra, the pl ayer must have an instrument that 
will retain its character when played very loudly . This a small or 
medium-small instrument cannot do, due to the constricted slide 
bore and inadequate expansion of the bell core. The result is brassy, 
penetrating~ pitchless and decidedly unmusical. 
Until the nineteen - fifties , a "symphony" tenor tromb one could be 
any instrument with a bore of .500" to .522" or .5 31", providing 
it had a fairly heavily-spun bell to minimise the "breaking-up" 
of the sound in ff: and louder . . However , with the postwar increase 
in the overall size of symphony orchestras the G.C.Conn Company 
began experimenting with pilot models and in 1954 brought out their 
8H and 88H models, with a .547" bore, 8!" bell and red brass bell 
section. Vincent Bach had, in the meantime, been offering 8" bell 
models with a .522" or .525" bore, and, latterly, a .547" model 
with 8!" bell (the 34, 36 and 42 respectively). All these were 
offered with yellow brass bell, the red brass or "gold brass" 
(in this case the alloy was closest to the German GoZdmessing) 
being an extra-cost option. 
There can be no doubt· tha t the F attachment versions of these two 
.547" bore trombone, namely , the Conn 88H and the Bach 42B, are the 
two most widely used tenor trombones in symphonic circles today, 
and with that in mind the following direct comparison is offered: 
RESPONSE: To a pl ayer who has not previously come to terms with 
a large bore instrument, the Conn is the casier of the two to 
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adapt to, especially for a student who has not yet reached physical 
maturity .. The instrument p~ojccts well, with comparitively little 
effort, probably due to the high copper content of the bell. However, 
it can sound thick and "muddy" , particularly in the middle register, 
when played piano with an undeveloped embouchure or one that is less 
than firm . Intonation is excellent, although it is equipped with a 
spring barrel should it be necessary to sharpen the low F in 1st 
position with the F valve. Its air column will accomodate virtually 
any mouthpiece, even the medium-shallow type used for jazz (providing 
the diameter is not too small) without the instrument losing its 
character. Slides of 8 and 88H models encountered during the course 
of this research have tended to be average ; none too bad and none 
too good. 
The Bach 42(B), on the other hand, has the feel and response of a 
much more "open" instrument, possibly due to a less restrictive 
venturi effect in the leader pipe. It projects extremely well in 
either yellow or go ld bell versions , al though the player has to 
work a lit tle harder in order for it to do so; it is not an 
in strument for a beginner (even if they could afford it). It is 
likewise a less accomodating instrument when it comes to mouthpieces 
that are on the small side; anything sma ller than a Bach 61A or a 
Wick 9BL will not adequately come to terms with the air column. 
It, too, is an inheremtly "in tune" instrument, though the fourth 
harmoni c (middle D - the major third of the series) is set a fraction 
lower than in most other trombones. The 42(B) has, overall, the 
noblest and most consistemt sound of the two, par ticularly in fortes. 
One does, however, have to work fairly hard if a lot of brilliance 
is required. Bach slides are good, if they are kept clean and very 
lightly lubricated, as tolerances are close. The""fore - and-aft" 
balance is better on the 42B than on the 88H, particularly if the 
lightweight s lide option on the Bach is exer~ised . 
ENSEMBLE BLEND: The Conn will blend with "just about anything", 
possibly due tb its l ess individualistic and sometimes darker 
(in pianos but not for~e8) tone quality, although it wi ll probably 
blend better with another 8(8)H than any other trombone. 
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The Bach is a superior solo instrument, and in an orchestral section 
three Bachs (two 42s and a 50) are regarded as an unbeatable 
combination, but a 42(B) docs not blend as easily with trombones 
of another make as does the Conn -- the only po~sible exception 
being the King 5B, with which the 42 blends very nicely indeed. 
Apart from sectional considerations, the choice must, in the final 
analysis, b(l .'.,·.a personal one as far as ~hese two excellent 
instruments are concerned. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: 1983 retail prices for the 42B and 88H were 
$975 and $636 respectively. The discrepancy can only be attributed 
to the fact that many more Conns are produced than Bachs, although 
there is clearly no shortage of buyers for the more expensive 
instrument. Bach quality control, too, is known to be consistently 
high, and second-hand Bachs change hands at higher prices than any 
other instrument (this observation applies to their trumpets, too). 
Both makes are equally durable, although the Conn lacquer is 
slightly thicker -- not a good point from the viewpoint of vibration. 
The ultimate choice may well be determined by what the other members 
of one's trombone section are using -- or by whatever "tradition" 
may exist in that regard. Two of America's most eminent trombone 
sections, however -- those of the Cleveland and Chicago Symphonys 3 
-- ate comprised ' of~three or four totally different instruments. 
OTHER INSTRUMENTS IN THE SAME CATEGORY: Of the same .547" bore, but 
with a 9" bell. are the King 5B and the Holton TR 158, both with 
gold brass bells as standard equipment. The Hal ton "Friedman" model 
(TR 156; TR 159 with F attachment) has a dual bore slide of .547"/ 
.559". All these are excellent instruments, and the King has the 
added advantage of a lightweight slide. There aEe also the King 
4B and the new Getzen .547"/F attachment models, both somewhat 
lighter in tone than all the aforementioned, as·was the now defunct 
Olds Opera model of the same dimensions. 
The three trombones in the intermediate category have already been 
briefly described. The Bach 36(B) is by far the most comm~nly used 
in symphony orchestras when a lighter sound is requires, and then 
only by the 1st player .. 
In the "light music" category, the King 2B and 3B are very widely 
used, as are the Conn 5H or 6H, and the Bach 12. The King 3B is 
more commonly found with F attachment than any of the other smaller 
instruments. The nickel silver bell Conn 48H is popular, as is the 
red brass bell, dual bore Holton StR 602 C ,484"/.495"). 
A most versatile instrument among the "lightweights" is the Bach 
16M -- the "M" distinguishing it from the ordinary 16 which has 
a dual bore -- which comes with a lightweight slide as standard 
equipme'nt. It has a bore of .509", compared with the .500" of the 
model 12, and .491" of the model S. The 16M has a sound somewhat 
darker than the King 3B (.SOS") but a little lighter than the 
.522" Conn 74 or 75H. A favourite among lead stud io players is 
the extra lightweight version of the King 2B, with lightweight 
slide and bell. There is also a dual bore version (. 4Sl"/ . 491"). 
All makes considered, the .500" or .50S or 9" models are the most 
widely used. 
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Bass trombones: As was men t ioned earlier, the early Conn Fuchs model 
represented a link betwe en the U.S.A. trombone and its German/ 
Viennese progenitors. This instrument had its tuning s lide in the 
slide section, and an uninterrupted conical bore from the exit of 
the F valve tubing .to the bel~ flare. This was the first true bass 
trombone in Bb/F produced in the United States, and its production 
continued until the mid-fifties. 4 This model 70H, as it wa; designated . 
was replaced by a new model 72H of somewhat more modes t internal 
dimension s , as Conn's design policy had become influenced by the 
enormous volume of school and college instrument s sold. However, it 
was not long before they aga in heeded the minority but prestigious 
voice of the professionals, and issued the 60H and 62H (single and 
doubl e trigger) models which were a resuscitation of the Fuchs model. 
To ke ep those who wished for a lighter, brighter sound in bass 
trombones happy, they replaced the 72H with the 7lH and 73H, which 
are still in production . The red brass bell 60/62H ha s since given 
way to the inline rotor S3H, while the top of the line in Conn bass 
trombones is now occupied by three new models designed by the Los 
Angeles craftsman Larry Minick. These are the 110H . (single trigger), 
lllH (double trigger, non-independent) and 112H (double trigger, 
inline valves). All are equipped with a red brass 9~" bell, and 
all these Conn models are tremendously popular. 
Again, in the symphonic context, it is the Bach which is most widely 
used. The SOB is a single trigger, 9~" bell, the 50B2 double non-
independent triggers, and the 50B3 double inline rotors . All have 
the same slide bore of .562", and all are available with a gold 
brass bell and/or lightweight nickel silver slides at extra cost. 
There isa 10!" bell version of the two double trigger models, 
designated by the suffix L. These are all heavy but extremely 
responsive instruments, totally in tune, and with a magnificent 
tone Quality at all dynamic levels. 
King market three excellent models, the Duo Gravis, 7B and 8B, 
all double triggers (two of them inline) with red brass bells. 
A third contender in the bass trombone field has emerged since 1965 
is the Frank Holton Company, for some years now a division of 
Leblanc in the United States. Edward Kleinhammer designed a full 
bore bass trombone for them which was available in single or 
double-trigger form; there was also a kit marketed for the single 
valve version consisting of a second rotary valve, tubing and 
thumb linkage which replaced the tuning slide on the F section. 
These kits have been succesfully modified to fit other single 
valve instruments. Then, in the second half of 1979, another 
eminent American bass trombonist, Louis van Haney, developed the 
Holton TR 180, with a 10" red brass bell and a very open leader 
pipe, and two valves operated by one trigger which could be moved 
in two different planes(all Holtons have a .562" slide bore). This 
is an exceptionally free - blowing instrument, and won immediate 
popularity with showband, small group and symphonic players alike. 
Close on its heels was the TR 181, which is the inline version, and 
has become the company's best-selling bass trombone 5. 
Up until the factory close-down in July 1979, the aIds and Reynolds 
models were reasonably popular. The "George Roberts" model by aIds 
was designed primarily for studio use, having a .565" bore and a 
9" (only) red brass bell with a relatively wide core. In spite of 
this, the instrument was ill-balanced and does not produce a very 
sonorous sound. The short-lived inline double trigger version was 
better balanced, and more popular (P-24G). Reynolds made a single 
and double trigger (bE tuning, in the latter case) model with 10" 
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red brass bell which, for some reason, was very popular with 
European players at one period 6 . The aIds "superstar" model was 
simply a Reynolds with the aIds name stamped on it, and silverplated. 
The Yamaha trombones, although of American design are outside the 
scope of this work. It suffices to say that their 6l3R "custom" 
model is virtually as good -- and a s expensive -- as its U.S.A. 
counterparts. 
There have been, over the years, various "non-conformists" as regards 
dimensions. Possibly the most widely used among tenor trombones was 
the aIds "recording"'model, which had a moderate dual bore (.495"/ 
. 510"), larger than average bell (81") and an overall character 
very close to'that of its European progenitor. Similarly, the 
precursor to the current King 5B had, instead of equal slide bores 
and F s ,ection bore, a dual bore of .536" / . 546" and an F section 
bore of .562" -- conical rather .than cylindrical in nature. 
STUDENT MODE LS: These "second line" ins trumen t s are usual ly made 
on the same assembly line as the top quality models, and mostly 
with the same materials. No t quite as mu ch de ta i l ed scrutiny goes 
into their product ion, ·though, and the result is a substantial 
saving in labour which is passed on to the customer in the form 
"- ...... -
of a price that is considerably lower than that of the equivalent 
"top quality" model . 
Students need an instrument that pl ays in tune , i.e. the natura l 
harmonics bear the correct r e l ationship to each other. They a l ~o 
deserve a trombone that will produce a reasonably good sound if 
the necessary effort~ is put into,it, and the younger ones n eed 
a l ight in s trument with an F at tachment, as 6th and 7th positions 
are of t en beyond the reach of children under IS yea r s of age1. 
For t hese reasons the fol lowing student-priced trombones with F 
attac hment are listed and evaluated:-
BACH Mercedes II Bor e : . 510 Bell: 7-\; " 
Comment: A good, lightweight trombone, virtual~y an F attachment 
version of the 16M, but without the lightweight slide; 
BLESSING B88R Bore: . 547 Bell: 8-\;" red brass 
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Comment: A medium priced imitation of the Conn 88H; a good inDtrumen~ 
although the 5th harmonic tends toward sharpness on some 
instruments (a s does the Yamaha tenor) . 
CONN 50H Director Bore : . 522 " Bell: 8-\;" 
Comment : A fairly old design , this a student version of the 75H . 
KING 607F Bore: .525 " Bell : 8" 
Comment: This is a new addition to the student range of trombones , 
b eing identical to the highly successful 3B+ but wi thout 
its gold brass . bell and lightweight slides . This is an 
excellent instrument fo r the young player. 
HOL TON TR 658 Bore: . 500" Be l Z: 8" 
Comment : The most lightweight tonally and physi~ally , this model 
HOLTON 
has good 
TR 680 
balance. Excellent for the beginner. 
Bore: .547" Be ll: 9" 
Comment: The best "buy" fo r the intermediate to advanced student . 
This model has a broader tone th an the Blessing . 
The King 6G7F and the Holton TR 680 are especially recommend ed . 
• • • / 1 " 
1. Ralph SaueJt, Tl[ombone Ba6'{.c..6, l.T.A. JOMnal VoL V 1977. 
2. The WJU;teJt ItM been a memben 06 -the I n-tenna.Uol1a.t TltOmbone AMoua.Uon 
6-<-nc.e T.977, and bec.mne a ChM-ten U6e MembrA in May 1983. 
3. The -tJtombone M.c.tion 06 -the CR..eve.iand OI[c.he6-tJta IRobeJt-t Boyd, pninupae.) 
Me two K-<-ng 5B'6 -<-n c.omQ-<-llw.on wah a Sac.h 50B2 bM6, w.Uh -the aUeJtnate 
pninupal p.t<iljing a Conn 88H. In -the Ch-tgac.o Syrrlpno ny OI[c.he6-tJta 6ec.tion, 
MJt Jay Fniedman pR..ayl.> h-tl.> "own" modeR.. HoUon, MJt Cwa6uR..R..i play6 2nd 011 a 
6-<-ngle valve bMI.>, and MI[ Klunhammen playl.> an ex-tJta-R..aJtge bOl[e bMI.> wh-tc.h 
«Xv.I c.M-tom buiU 60ll h-tni. 
4. ThiI.> WlL6 ;t11e -tJtombone on wh-tc.h ;the l.>Ound 06 ;the em-<-nen-t GeOllge RobeJt-t6 
bec.mne Qnown to ;the llec.olld-buying pubR~c. nat ;the R..a-teJt Old!.> and HoUon 
model!.> wh-tc.h bOlle hi!.> name. 
5. LetieJt 6llom MI[ Stan 5Mben 06 Leblanc. ;to ;the wl[aeJt. 
6. Conven<la.Uol1 between ;the WJU;teJt and BeJt.t-tn ollee-R..anc.e -tJtombov.u.;t. 
7. Tl1e wJtiteJt I.> hMe6 Denio W-<-c.Q' I.> c.o n-tentio i'l ;that no c.hild 06 R..eO!.> ;tha.n 
about twe.ive yeaM 6houtd be ;taugh;t ;the -tJtombone. "A c.eJttain degllee 
06 m~y 06 body ~- Up and aJuil leng;th -- and m-tnd Me nec.e6I.>MY." 
IDenio Wic.Q, Tllombone Tec.hn-tQue, p. 24, O.U. P.) 
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CHAPTER I V INTRINSIC TONAL WEIGHT 
THE CONCEPT of judging the tonal weight or, more explicitly, the 
lightness or heaviness of an instrument's tone quality is not new. 
But the concept of "removing as much of the guessworl<; as possible" 
from the evaluation ofa particular model of instrument through the 
systematic tabulation of relevant factors certainly is. 
It is a feature of lateral thinking! that a solution to a problem 
can be found by jumping to a hypothetically correct answer and 
working backwards from that point until the question is linked up 
with "in reverse" . Unfortunately, this technique does not work 1n 
the case of musical instrument evaluations. While it is possible to 
derive the most generalised idea of its playing characteristics via 
the meagre specifications published in the maker's catalogue, 
disillusionment or, at best, surprise can usually be expected on 
receipt of an instrument ordered on 'an unseen basis. The "hidden" 
characteristics are described in no maker's catalogue. 
In the following ch~rt, the five measurement points or loci have been 
selected for various physical and acoustical reasons which have a 
direct bearing on the instrument's intrinsic tone quality . As 
acoustics fall outside the scope of this Thesis, a brief explanation 
of the significance of the five chosen loci follows: 
LOCUS 1) The interior slide bore. This is self-explanatory, as this 
measurement is basic to the intrinsic nature of the instrument; 
LOCUS 2) The bore of the F section tubing. While this measurement 
obviously cannot influence the tonal weight of the "open" Bb trombone , 
it does give a meaningful indication of the bore in the early part 
of the bell section, i.e. immediately prior to the tuning-slide; 
LOCUS 3) The diameter of the bore at the commencement of the bell 
proper, i.e . at the exit from the tuning-slide; this, too, is largely 
self- explanatory. It should be noted that it is only at this point 
that the gold or red brass component begins to influence the 
overall timbre 2 . 
LOCUS 4) A point exactly seven and a half inches from the terminus 
of the bell is regarded by designers of amplification equipment for 
wind instruments as the optimum point for pick-up placement 3 . This is 
a representative point in the conical expansion of the bell core. 
The decimal point has been removed from these measurements. 
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LOCUS 5) The maximum diameter of the bell flare, i.e. the rim of 
the bell. To the casual observer this would appear the most obvious 
dimension in a trombone, but it is' relatively insignificant, and for 
this reason the figure has been halved to bring it into proportion. 
In addition, a nominal figure of 30 is added to the total sum should 
the instrument be equipped with a tone-darkening gold or red brass 
bell. As the Tonal Weights for the instruments charted range from 
3230 to 4680 nominal units, this figure represents a pragmatic 
average of seven and a half per cent, the degree to which it is 
estimated the change in bell alloy will add weight to the tone. 
The playing of these instruments in actual practice suggests that 
to the trained ear, as well as the tape recorder, the Intrinsic 
Tonal Weights as calculated in the following table correspond very 
closely indeed to "'hat the instrument will "deliver" in real life. 
It is suggested that these estimates will stand scrutiny in any 
practical playing situation using any of the models listed, and 
should thus be of real assistance to any prospective purchaser. 
The figures explain, for instance, "'hy a standard yello", brass Bach 
42B has a heavier sound than the Conn 8SH ",ith its red brass bell, 
and why the Olds P-22 (or P-24G) bass trombone is often used as an 
extra-large bore tenor. 
All measurements are in decimal points of an inch (with the decimal 
point itself removed for clarity), as all measurements in respect of 
American trombones are still expressed in inches outside of 
continental Europe. The theoretical "cross-over point" between tenor 
and bass trombone remains elusive, but would probably occur in the 
region of 3S7Su to 3600u. 
1. Edwcvr.d de Bono: La..tVtlLt T/U.n/Ung 601t Ma.na.gemen:t, Cha.p-telt 2, Pe..Uca.n Boolu. 
2. An excepuon -i.n -t1Uf., Itegcvr.d .u., -the Conn 60H g 62H, whelte -the Ited blta..6!> 
componen-t commence..6 a..t -the. e.m 6ltom -the F !>e.c..uon -tubing. M -the..6e mode.t6 
ha.ve. -thw -tuMng-llUde. in ;the. slide, ;the. COMClLt bolte. con:t-i.nue..6 wUhou;t 
ii'l-te.Mupuon in:to -the. bill pltopelt. 
3. /G{.ng AmpUphoMc.ll; 1978 Ca):lLtogue. 
A GUIDE TO THE INTRINSIC TONAL WEIGHT OF SELECTED TROMBONES 
MANUFACTURER'S NAME :KING HOLTON KING OLDS REYNOLDS CONN BACH KING OLDS CONN 
MODEL ;605/F TR-658 3B/F REC/G CONTEMPORA 7 5 H 36BG 4B/F OPERA 88H 
BORE of hand slides :491 500 508 502(av) 515 522 525 547 554 547 
(1/100") 
BORE of F section ; 508 500 508 515 515 536 547 547 565 562 
DIAMETER of beginning 
of Bell :825 835 845 845 845 855 870 875 875 875 
DIAMETER of Bell Core :1036 1047 1052 1057 1057 1050 1062 1065 1058 1062 
(7l" from rim) 
DIAMETER(max.) of Bell : 370 400 400 425 425 400 400 435 425 425 
ADD 30u if red/gold 30 30 30 30 30 
brass bell 
ESTIMA TED TONAL WE I GHT 5230 3282 3313 3374 3387 3393 3434 3469 347P 3501 
----
BACH KING OLDS KING KING CONN YAI\1AHA BACH HOLTON BACH 
42B 5B P-22 DUO GRAVIS 7 B 73H YBL-321 50B3G TR~180 50B3L 
Slide 547 547 565 562 562 562 563 562 562 562 
F sec. 562 547 585 562 562 573 574 579 581 579 
Beg. bell 898 905 940 965 965 965 965 990 980 998 
Core 1075 1078 1085 1096 1096 2000 2000 2005 2000 2016 
Bell 425 450 450 485 485 475 475 475 500 525 
Gold/Red bell 30 30 30 30 30 30 
E. T. W. 3507 3557 3655 3670 3700 4575 4607 4646 4653 4680 
N 
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CHAPTER V MOUTHPIECES 
FOR NO DISCERNABLE REASON other than the New World's protracted 
resistance to metrication~ the North American trombone-playing 
fraternity appear to have settled on a mouthpiece cup diameter 
of 25,4mm -- just one inch -- as the "standard" for solo, chamber 
or first chair symphonic playing. Undoubtedly the best-known 
upholder of this "tradition" is the Vincent Bach Corporation, 
whose medium-deep cup model 6lAL has long established itself as 
an industry standard in the eyes of serious trombonists. Sharing 
the same cup diameter and very similar interior dimensions are no 
less than thirteen other commercially manufactured trombone and 
euphonium mouthpieces, and sharing the designation 61AL no less 
than six others, albeit with somewhat varying diameters 2 . 
While it may well be the convenience and security of confoTlidoty 
that favours the use of the one-inch mouthpiece, no compelling 
reason has yet come to light for this almost blind acceptance 
of the 24,5mm diameter as supposedly ideal. If anything, it has 
been found to be too small and even restrictive, following closer 
investigation by the majority of symphonic players in the U.S.A. 
In reality mouthpieces with a fractionally wider diameter, and 
2 :s 
more V-shaped cup, are used by professionals to a far wider degree 3. 
Models such as the Bach 5G (25,5mm), Conn "Remington"(25,5), Wick 
5AL and 4AL (25,75 and 26mm), Giardinelli Symphony T (25,8) and 
Schilke 5lD and 52E2 (25,5 and 25,9mm) enjoy, in combination, a 
far wider useage among professionals than the 25,4mm 6IAL. 
There are a great many tenor trombonists who prefer an even larger 
cup. The deep, open-throated Bach 4G and the fairly new Wick 41AL 
are firm favourites with orchestral second trombonists, as these 
mouthpieces allow a better "bridge", tonally, between the first 
and the bass trombone in any ensemble, even if the second trombonist 
is playing an instrument identical to that of the first player. 
Mouthpieces with diameters in the vicinity of 26,25mm are likewise 
widely used, the criterion being tone quality above all else (Bach 3G, 
Giardinelli 3D or 3G, and Schilke S3 are typical examples) . Many 
professionals and some students use a model of their own (or another 
trombonist's) design which is custom made and does not appear in 
any catalogue. The Schilke 52E2 is an example of such a modification 
that has proved popular enough: to be marketed commercially. 
It must surely be the essence of human nature, particularly when 
a creative career is followed, to have no two performers agree 
one hundred percent on what mouthpiece is the best choice in a 
given situation: Quot homines tot sententiae. Indeed, personal 
variations of taste are logical for orthodontal as well as 
esthetic reasons, as no two jaw/teeth/lips patterns are identical. 
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A choice of mouthpiece is -- or at least should be -- an intensely 
personal one, arrived at after a good deal of experimentation and 
evaluation in real performance situations, and not as a result of 
solitary practise on its own . If a generalisation can be made in 
this regard, it is that the mainstream of "serious" tenor trombonists 
use a mouthpiece having an internal cup diameter of between 25,3mm 
and 26,3mm. 
The requirements of the non-symphonic or jazz/showband trombonist 
are rather different, and are dictated to a large degree by the 
need for a brighter sound and attack, as well as the endurance 
required to maintain a high tessitura for up to three hours at 
a time. Likewise, instruments of a medium- small bore are used 
in thls category, as has been explained in a previous chapter, 
and the mouthpiece must (as in other categories) be compatible 
with the instrument. The player cannot comfortably use a small-
shank version of his symphonic tenor mouthpiece and hope for the 
required result; he will experience a lack of endurance and will 
have too dark a sound to blend with the trombone section. He will 
also create a mismatch of equipment if the mouthpiece is too large 
in cup volume and/or has too open a throat and too flaring a 
backbore, and will experience excessive back-pressure from the 
instrument itself, particularly in a sforzando attack . In piano 
playing the effect will be reversed, the open throat providing 
insufficient back-pressure for safe entries and sustained legato 
playing in the upper octave of the instrument's working range. 
Too deep a cup in this context will make the necessary "lead" 
trombone sound elusive, and a convincing blend within the section 
may also be harder to attain. Physical volume in the recording 
studio is not a consideration, as there is at least one microphone 
for the section of three or four trombones. Moreover, the louder 
the playing becomes in this studio environment, the harder the 
recording engineer finds it to balance the trombone section with 
the rest of the ensemble 4 . (Signifi~antly, the George Roberts model 
bass trombone manufactured by the now defunct firm of Olds was 
designed with characteristics somewhat different from more 
symp·hony-orientated models). 
If there is a "standard" mouthpiece among jazz and "session" 
players, it must be the Bach llC (24, 7mm; medium-shallow cup); 
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this model is extremety widely us ed worldwide. However, if the 
player' s principal activity is symphonic -- with larger instrument 
and mouthpiece to match~ it is usua lly less of an ordeal when 
changing to one's smal'ler "j·azz" instrument to use a "j azz" 
mouthpiece that is as close as possible in diameter and rim 
countour (but not depth and backbore) to one's principal equipment. 
Three fairly large diamter mouthpieces having the necessarily medium-
shallow cup, and which can be said to "meet the symphonic trombonist 
halfway" as far as dimension are conce rned, are . the Giardinelli 
4M (2S,4mm), Bach 4C and Wick SBS (both 2S,75mm). Alternatively, if 
the smaller diameter does not make for discomfort, the Bach 7, 9 or , 
11 (not llC) are potentially good "session" mouthpieces for those 
who norma lly use larger equipment. 
Equipment varies considerably among the famous jazz soloists. J . J. 
Johnson, the doyen of "be-bop" trombone playing, uses the production 
King lIon his model 3B; the late Kai Winding used a Giardinelli 6D, 
while German avant-ga rde soloist Albert Margd sdorff upsets convention 
by using a Giardinelli 3D (26,2mm) with medium-flat rim. Jimmy 
Knepper projects his individuality via a Bach 6!AL on a Bach 36 --
a medium- targe bore instrument . 
On the subject of rim contours, manufacturers are conscious of the 
need for a practical balance between too narrow a rim which, while 
increasing flexibility, would cut into the player's embouchure 
tissue in sustained high register playing, and too wide or ftat 
a rim, which spreads pressure but puts a lot of useful lip tissue 
out of circulation in the process (the so-called "cushion" or 
extra-wide rim is a crutch for an undeveloped embouchure -- as well 
as keeping it undeveloped). Thus, a certain amount of compromise is 
built into the rims, as the sizes vary from large to small . Thus, the 
standard Giardinelli rim (they also offer a semi-flat and a "cushion" 
rim on any model) is very slightly flatter arid wider on their medium-
shallow 4M, 5M and 6M models than on their deep or medium-deep cup 
larger models. The Bach 12C has a considerably wider rim than the 
15, 11, 9 or 7, for inst~nce. Too polar opposites in tenor trombone 
mouthpieces are the famous Conn "Remington" model, which has a deep 
V-cup and a very rounded, medium-narrow rim, and the Bach 12 EW 
with an extra-shallow cup and a wide, very Slightly rounded rim.5 
As a study of the Giardinelli, Schilke or Bach mouthpiece 
catalogues will reveal, virtually any cu~ shape can be mated to 
any rim6 , although musical results ·are not guaranteed. 
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The bass trombonist's mouthpiece requirements are very different 
from those of his tenor counterpart in any context, due to the 
substantially "darker" sound he is required to produce, the facility 
in the F (and D) "trigger" register he expected to display, and the 
considerably larger volume of air contained in his instrument. It is 
not merely the .562" (or larger) slide bore which dictates this last-
mentioned factor, but the very large bell core found on the better 
instruments. Like his tenor counterpart, his instrument is pitched 
(basically) in "tenor" Bb, but he is expected to work with facility 
in a tessitura that sometimes lies an octave or more below the 
tenor trombones (in recording session or showband work), or to 
project the F and/or D section notes in an orchestral fortissimo 
that will match the rest of the orchestral brass section.? 
While there can be no doubt that the Bach llG is the world's most 
popular bass trombone mouthpiece, most symphonic players use a yet 
larger model. The Schilke models 59 and 60 (28,S and 29mm 
respectively, against the 27mm of the nG) have proved so popular 
in the last decade that the Bach Corporation has seen fit to add 
the llG and lG (27,75 and 29mm respectively) to its catalogue (1975) . 
Other widely used models are described in the lists at the end of 
this chapter. 
For chamber music or smaller ensembles, the bass trombonists may 
choose to use a mouthpiece that is slightly smaller in diameter 
but which retains almost as deep a cup as the larger models . The 
very popular Bach 2G (26,75mm), the Giardinelli Symphony B (26,75) 
and the Wick 3AL (26,4 mm, and originally the largest in the range) 
are examples, and are particularly well suited to use on a large 
bore tenor with F attachment, should the player for some reason 
wish to use such an instrument in lieu of a true bass trombone. 
An ideal combination for players doubling between tenor and bass 
instruments on a daily basis is the Holton L(arge) B(ore) T(enor) 
and VH(or model 181) bass -- both Van Haney designs(the former 
based on a pre - war German Kruspe model) with a medium-narrow rim. 
There is a basic tendency among non - professionals to over l ook two 
basic facts concerning the choice of a mouthpiece: 
1) The mouthpiece is the one piece of ancillary equipment that will 
most infZuence the playing characteristics of any brass instrument; 
2) The need for matching equipment, or compatibility between the 
instrument one plays (or intends to play) and the mouthpiece 
with which it is equipped. 
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Whereas a Bach 61AL mouthpiece may corne to terms with the small 
bore of a King 2B or Conn 4H, and although a Giardinelli 3D is 
compatible with a King 3B in the hands of Albert Mangelsdorff , 
these can be regarded as extreme applications, representing the 
approximate limit of what these trombones of comparitively modest 
bore diameter can cope \Vith8 . 
The mirror image of this problem occurs when too small a mouthpiece 
is used on a really large bore symphony-tenor trombone, such as the 
King 5B, the Holton "Friedman" model, or even the highly accomodating 
and "forgiving" Conn 81-1 or 881-1, even if the mouthpiece has the 
correct large shank("adapters" cause a further step in the air 
column and are to be avoided) . Again , high register playing on the 
l arger instrument will become more difficult if the mouthpiece's 
cup is too shallow and the throat and backbore too restricted, due 
t o the additional turbulence caused by the sudden " step" into the 
large s lide bore of these instruments. In a jazz or light music 
context it is quite acceptable to use a symphony tenor for the 
"inside" (2nd and 3rd) parts, i.e. between the 1st or "lead" 
player and the bass trombone. Mouthpieces which will be compatible 
with these bigger instruments, yet which will produce the 
necessarily lighter timbre are the Bach 61AM, Giardinelli 4M or 5D 
(on a l arge shank, naturally), Wj;.tk 9B-bJra .cB'l,ch . nb:ll \Vith a factory-
enlarged F414 or G420 throat and backbore(also the large-shank versim0 
If, in the same vein, on e s hou ld \Vish to use a full bass trombone as 
an "extra-large tenor", then most instrument s \ViII happily accept 
a Bach 5G, Wick 6BL, Conn "Remington" or even a Bach 61AL -- but 
nothing smaller! It is the element of "coupling" that is so important ~ 
CONCLUS ION : -
In the final analysis, \Vhen the experimentation is over with, it is 
probably the aphorism of the late Duke Ellington that rings truest 
of all, in both the jazz and the symphonic context: 
"If it sounds right, it is right." Probatum est. 
A trombone player requires a mouthpiece that \ViII provide him with 
his full normal range with the best possible tone quality, the final 
choice being determined by rim comfort. Secondary and t ertiary factors 
are the model of instrum-ent played, and the nature of the music. 
Primary factors are the tone quality, comfort and general utility 
afforded by a selected mouthpiece. Endurance will come with practice. 
The following lists of selected mouthpiece models for various 
categories of playingmay we ll be of assistance ; it wil l be 
noticed that there are some applications which overlap . 
* An asterisk denotes "specially recommended". 
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Abbreviations i . r.o. cup depths: S=shallow; M=medium ; D=deep;X=~xtra . 
LIST A: Symphonio - type tenor trombone mouthpieoes (large shank) 
LIST 
MANUFACTURER ' S NAME 
Baoh 
Sohilke 
Wiok 
• Baoh 
Conn 
• Holton 
Sohi lke 
Giardin e lli 
• Wiok 
Wiok 
• Sohi lke 
Wiok 
• Baoh 
Giardine lli 
Sohi lke/Yamaha 
Baoh 
B: Mouthpieoes suitable 
(sma II 
Baoh 
wiok 
• Baoh 
tenor trombone 
Sohi lke/Yamaha 
Giardine lli 
• Wiok 
• Giardine lli 
Baoh 
MODEL NO . 
6 JiAL 
SO 
6BL 
5G 
Remington 
VH LBT 
51D 
SymphonyT 
5AL 
4 JiA L 
52E2 
4AL 
4G 
3G 
53 
3G 
for jazz, 
shank) 
14D 
12CS 
11C 
47 
5M 
10CS 
4M 
4C 
CUP DIAM.(mrrV 
25 , 4 
25,4 
25,4 
25,5 
25,5 
25,5 
25,6 
25 , 75 
25 , 75 
25,75 
25,9 
26 , 0 
26 , 0 
26,1 
26,2 
26 , 25 
showband 
24,5 
24 , 5 
24,7 
24,9 
25,0 
25,0 
25,4 
25,75 
and 
CUP DEPTH 
MD 
MD 
MD 
D 
MD - D 
MD 
MD 
MD 
D 
D- XD 
D 
MD 
D 
MD - D 
MD 
MD - D 
"session" 
S- MS 
MS 
MS 
MS 
MS 
MS 
MS 
MS 
work ' 
LIST C: Tenor and bass trombone mouthpieoes suitable for beginners 
and younger students; physioally mature students should 
graduate to List A as soon as is praotioable : 
Tenor: - Baoh 15 24,5 
Giardinelli 6D 24 , 5 
Sohilke/Yamaha 46D 24 , 6 
• Baoh 11 24 , 7 
Baoh 9 24,75 
Baoh 7 24 , 85 
* wiok 9BS 25,0 
Benge 6JiAL 25 , 25 
* Conn 3 25,35 
* Giardinelli 4D 25 , 4 
Baoh 6JiA 25 , 4 
wiok 5BS 25 , 75 
Bass :- Baoh 
• Wiok 
• Wiok 
• Baoh 
Giardine lli 
5G 
5AL 
4JiA L 
4G 
J G 
25 , 5 
25 ,75 
25 , 75 
26 , 0 
26,1 
M 
M 
MD 
M- MD 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M- MD 
M- MD 
MD 
M 
D 
D 
D-XD 
D 
MD-D 
• •. /List D 
LIST D: Tenor/Bass mouthpieces of a transitional nature, for the 
effective performance of bass trombone parts on a large 
bore tenor trombone with F attachment: 
,lick 4JrAL 25,75 D 
Bach 4G 26,0 D 
Bach JG 26,25 MD-D 
* Wick JAL 26,4 D Schilke/Yamaha 57 26,5 MD - D 
Giardine lli 2G 26,5 D 
* Bach 2G 26,75 D 
LIST E: Mouthpieces for effective use on fu II bass trombone: 
Giardinelli SymB 26,75 D 
Bach 2G 26,75 D 
Jet-Tone Bass 27,0 D 
Bach HG 27,0 D 
Giardinelli lG 27,0 D 
Wick 2AL 27,0+ D 
Holton 181.· 27,5 D 
Schilke 58 27,5 D 
* Bach llG 27,75 D 
* Schilke/Yamaha 59 28,5 D-XD Bach lG 29,0 D 
* Schilke 60 29,05 XD 
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1. ; ' r. RoQ.eJt;(;c.:S<t/)bttg" . .<.n hM, novel. "Snowbund" (P'<'c.adolt) , pu.-U, ;.:t mOl1.e. .6.t!tong.f.y: 
"hit a£m0.6t two hundtte.d ye.aJv; Ame.tt.<.c.an.; have. be.e.n .t!ty.<.ng to c.ome. to gtt.<.p,s w{;th 
the. me..t!t.<.c. /.,y.6tem; 1te.6U.6M to adopt d, 6ltom bwc.k. mattlzu c.onve.tt!.>.<.on tab.f.u .<.n 
the. el.e.me.ntatty uhoo.f. alt.<.thmWc. UM.jltOom to b-L6Y!.Jtema;Uc. m«e.po,;u on the. 
na;Uon'!.J '<'ntVt.6tilte. it.<.grwuy,;, hM c.ome. to be. Ite.gattde.d Mane. 06 the. uYWl1pe.ac.hab.f.e. 
.<.rl.6.<.gvUa.6 06 c.d.<.z'2.n!.Jit.<.p ••. The. Il'lte.ttl'la;UonM SY·6tem 06 Und!.J -- 601t that .0; what 
theirs, the. one. the Itut 06 the. un.{.ve.tt!.>e. U.!.Je.!.J, -L6 c.a.e..e.e.d -- -L6 un-Ame.tt.<.c.an; '<'6 
d -L6 not 6utt.e.ong!.J Olt 6athom.6 d -L6 60ltugn, d -L6 .6Ome.tit.<.ng we. gltant 
c.hCJJI-L6t1ty te.ac.lte.tt!.> 60l1. tlte.-iA amu../.)CJne.nt." (P. 93) 
2. H.<.me.!.J, A. C., A Gu.<.de. to Tltombone. Mouthp.<.e.c.e. Compatt.<..6on.6, ]OUltnM 06 the. 
Inte.ttna;UonM Tltombol'le. A.6!.Joc..<.a;ti.on, Vo.f. . X No.2 1982. 
3. ]OUltnM and NW!.J.f.e.fte.tt 06 the. I. T.A.; .<.nte.ttv.<.W!.J w{;th Ol1.c.hu.ttta.e. tltombone. 
.6e.c.tiOn.6 .<.n the. U.S.A. 1979-1983. 
4. I.T.A. ]OUltnM Vo.f.. XII No.1 1984: .<.nte.ttv.<.ew wdh L.f.oyd U.f.yate., a pltom.{.ne.nt 
Lo!.J Ang e..f.u "!.J e.M.<.on" pWlje.tt:" OUit pwy.<.ng -L6 .60 muc.h d.<.66 e.tte.nt than (ll'<'C.) 
pwy.<.ng .<.n a c.onc.e.ttt ha.e..e., llO c.on.6e.que.nt!y we. don't p.f.ay too .f.oUd(ll'<'C.). 16 we. 
do, the.y tUJtn YOUit m.<.k.e. 066 and you m.<.ght .f.e.ak. thttough .6Ome. v.<.o.f.a m.<.k.e. and 
not .6Ou.nd tao good!" 
5. The. w!t.<.te.tt hM 60und both tt.<.m.6 to be. e.qua.e..e.y unc.om60~b.f.e.. 
6. M thM, Tltu.0; -L6 bung type.d, a tota.e..e.y new Itange. 06 .t!tombol'le. mouthp.<.e.c.u 
by Doug E.e..e..<.ot 06 S«ve.tt Sptt.<.ng!.J, Mattywnd, U.S.A., hM be.e.n announc.ld, 
wit.<.c.h have. .<.nte.ttc.hangab.f.e. It,uM and !.J hank.ll. GJ..attd.{.ne.tU w«.e. a.f..60 mak.e. 
mouthp.<.e.c.e.ll .<.n thM, thtte.e. - p.<.e.c.e. 6 ottmat '<'6 Ite.quute.d. 
7. Ph«adel.plua Oltc.hu.ttta tltombowt He.My C. Smdh -L6 Ite.pute.d to have. .6a.<.d "I 6 
Otcmandy oYL.f.y k.ne.w how .coud we. Ite.a.e..e.y p . f.ay, he.' d pttobab.f.y paM out . " 
8. The. w!t.<.te.tt ' II Re.YYLO.f.dll - - wdh a .515" botte. - - doe..6 YLOt Mel. Ite.a.e..e.y c.om6 otttab.f.e. 
wdh any moutltp.<.e.c.e. .e.attge.tt than a G.<.attd.{.ne£U Symphony T (25,75mm; MD). 
9. WhUlt H. Be.nade., .<.n The. PhY.6.<.c.6 06 BIta.6.6U (Sc..<.e.n46.{.c. Ame.tt.<.c.an, ]u.f.y 1973) 
~tilte.ll: "It.0; on.f.y .<.n the. pa.6t 6ew ye.att; that we. have. be.gun to have. an 
unde.tt.6tilnd.<.ng 06 the. ac.ou../.)Uc.6 06 mouthp.<.e.c.u . . • Too mueh c.ompItUll.<.on 601tc.e.d 
on the. (60Ultd)wave. w«.e. c.au../.)e. d.<.6toJtt,{.on." . 
CHAPrER VI : SUMMARY ~ PROGNOSTICATIONS 
"THE TROMBO:.lE is a symbol of long life ... For five hunclred years 
it has continued with only small changes, while the rest of 
western instruments have undergone drastic changes or have been 
invented" Ivrites America trombonist Stuart Dempster . 1 As mentioned 
in an earlier chap ter , the addition of the rotary valve and the F 
section to the bell joint is the only significant structural change 
in the instrument (and even this is optional in the tenor trombone) 
since the days of the Sackbut; modifications to the bore and bell, 
as well as the further refini ng of the alloys used in its 
construction are just that : refinements. 
And it is precisely in this area -- the further ref{nement of a 
basically sound musical ins trument -- that developments of the 
foreseeable future will take place. It would be unrealistic to 
expect any radical development or modification, as the result 
would no longer be a bonafide trombone. 
Such refinements are nearly always the idea of the player, rather 
than the manufacturer. While the latter is, understandably, content 
to continue with a range of instruments that sell well, the former 
is constantly striving to improve his own and his instrument's 
performance in some area. The recent advent (and wholehearted 
acceptance) of the double trigger bass trombone with inline rotors 
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is proof of this. The abovementioned Mr Dempster has even had a 
second inline rot or fitted to his 88H tenor trombone in the intere sts 
of greater facility2. The two models of Bacll tenor trombone that are 
available with F attachment, namely the 36B and the 42B, are now 
both available from the factory with removable F sections and valves 
. . 
as models 36C and 42C respectively . The purchaser pays a 20% 
premium for this added versatility, but -- as in the cas e of the 
most expensive inline bass trombones -- there ii no shortage of 
buyers. 
A minor change tha t is already taking place is the increa s ing use 
of the se lf-lubricating plastic derivative, Delrin. Linkages for 
F attachments, particularly the miniature ball-joints used by 
Holton and others, become absolutely silent compared to their 
metal counterparts when made of this material . Static components 
such as rotary · valve cork plates are more wear-resistant when made 
of Delrin, as well as lighter 3 . 
Lightn es s in metals, to o , is a n arca in which furth e r de velopment 
could take place, such a s the exper iments with thin- gung e 
bery llium bronze carri ed out by the late Renold O. Schilke. 
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A definite taste for a truly "intermediate-sized" tenor trombone 
has also begun to emerge; there is just too much of a "gap" between 
a Conn 75H and an 8SH, or between a Bach 36 and 42. The Bach 36B 
with gold brass bell has become extremely popular as the tenor 
trombone with the most substantial tone short of moving to the 
fully symphonic . 547" bore size. By the same token, the French 
Courtois model 144B, with a .540" bore, has been hail e d "as' 
being nice for high regi s ter playing, with less problems in 
endurance and a lighter sound than the Bachs "(42B' s ) customarily 
played. 4 It may not be long before an enterprising maker offers 
a model with a .533" or .536" bore, Sl" or Sl" bell, and a mouthpiece 
receiver that will accept a large shank. 
It is doubtful wheth~r bores will get any larger, even among bass 
trombones; a pragmatic limit appears to have been reached in the 
Bach 50B2L or 50B3L, and the King 8B, all of which have 10!" bells 
and very large bell cores. The next step would need to be weight 
reduc t i on - - particularly in the case of the Bach -- without 
rl:)ducing durability. A three -valve bass trombone is by no means 
out of the question; there is room for a third rotor and tubing 
in the bell section of most models, and thumb and finger linkages 
present no real problem. It should also be mentioned that the 
largest bore tenor on the market, the Friedman model 
a dual slide bore of .547"/559" has proved more ' 
F attachment form, the TR - 159, which would appear to 
Holton with 
popular in its 
partially fill 
the "gap" between tenor and bass trombones as we undcrstand them 
today. 
The demis e of the Olds/Reynolds factory has been mentioned in an 
earlier chapter. Information received from Mr Robert Giardinelli 
of New York indicates that the tooling and trade names have since 
been bought by others in the music trade, and there is a good chance 
that certain selected models will be resur~ected in due course, 
should the market demand it . S Possibly the trade name "Phoenix" 
should be considered . 
The era of "personalised" instru.ments is likewise in evidence . 
The advent of Mr O. Edward Thayer 's "axial~flow" valve as a 
replacement for the rotary valve is a caso in point (letter and 
prospectus included). Two Am erican music £irms are offering so-
called "open wrap" conversions for the valve tubing on existing 
trombones. 6 By "open-·wrap", a re - arrangement of the tubing is 
understood which avoids any tight bends, thus -- theoretically, 
at least - - reducing the resistance felt by tIle player when using 
the valve(s). One of these firms even invites customers to design 
their own custom trombone by specifying the make and model of bell 
required, plus slide bore, plus rotor attachment style (if any) . 
The one physical disadvantage of the "open-wrap" arrangement 
is that the ancillary tubing projects out past the instrument ' s 
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main tuning Slide, making for an extremely hazardous situation should 
be player be sitting up against a wall in the bock row of an 
orchestra pit , for instance . 7 
In conclusion , it can be unequivocally stated the trombone of 
United States manufacture -- with due acknOWledgement to its 
German/Austrian progenitors and its British and Japanese imitators 
- - will continue to dictate the nature of the eq~ipment used in 
orchestral t~ombone sections throughout the world. 
And for many decades to come. 
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Axial·Flow Valve 
April 18, 1983 
Mr. David J. Galloway 
P.e. Box 20314 
NEWCASTL:2 2940 
Republic of South Africa 
Dear Mr. Galloway: 
Box 475, Moffitt Rd. • Waldport, OR 97394 
(503) 563·2138 
The delay in answering your letter is partly explained 
by the fact that we are again working in our own shop 
in Cregon. At this early stage in the program this 
seems to be the most ad.vantageous. Consequently, your 
letter dated January 9 was embarrassingly late in 
getting here today. I hope the return is more efficient. 
Tbe enclosed information should answer your primary 
questions. The double valve bass shown is in fact like 
yours , a Bach 50B. The performance of these instruments 
is gratifying. In fact the immediate response of all 
musicians has been surprisingly positive. 
You are quite welcome to use any informati cn or illus-
trations in your thesis. r believe we can safely state 
that your theme dealing with comparisons of American 
trombones would aptly rate the Axial-Flow Valve equipped 
instrument as a contrast. It does come very close in 
sounding and performing as a straight horn. In compara-
tive tests we have run with standard instrulllents, you could 
tell which instrument you were hearing with your back 
turned. 
If we can be of further assistance, please feel free to 
wri teo 
Yours for bet~e~nstruments, 
d~y· --
o :~ Edward Thayer 
Enc. 
~ , THE REVOLUTIONARY AXIAL-FLOW VALVE 
After 5 years in Development 
testing, Now Offered to 
Discriminating Musician! 
and 
the 
Superior Performance in a Trombone 
Avoids Tortuous Bends in the Valve 
1\ 
\ 
. r::!f~;;r2~, ~~ ( I ' . '-.. ' I \ '~='~"1£." -~ . . ~ ... _ _ __ ~' ... _~t'-':~; 'Y'F.;,. 
a '~' __ ""-j._ =~- --------";:. 
Axial-Flow Valve F-Attachment in Tenor or Bass Trombones 
*TONE: The ir:tstrument equipped with 
the Axial,Flow Valve is refined 
and gratifying. The clear be<luty 
of the natural tromhone is re-
tained. Freed of unuesirahlc har-
mo nics, the tone is clean . 
*RESPONSE: Quick and sure. The lIncom-
promised fund<lmental sound 
wave form is retaineu a llo\\'ing a 
clear centering of the note on a 
given pitch. The result is a 
restored pure tromhone tone and 
an uncannily frcc performance. 
*DEFINITION: The natural rrombone is capable 
of producing a well-defined and 
elegant sound wave. The Axial-
Fiow Valve preserves that quali-
t y. It givc~ a feeling of predsion of 
p.itch and ":oflt[oL 
*DYNAMICS: Fortissimo passages arc del ivered 
full, round, <lna solid without the 
h<lrsh fl<lre of an overblown notc. 
All intensities (lfC Jdivcrl'd with 
less l' ffort a~ in the st raigh t horn. 
This truly rl'sron~i'le instrument 
<lHows the performer to direct 
more of hi~ attcnrion ro musi-
cianship and interpretation . 
Below is a sectional sketch of th e sound path through the S{(lndard 
Rnwry Valvc . 
In the o.,en po~iti on the sO!md wave t'n-
(ount<.: r ~ a pa ir of sh<lrp eJg"$ across its 
path . Between the~ the h.m.' sudol'n ly 
ch<lllges from rounJ to llaHiJcd , then 
=M~l1 
lewing tht' V<l!vc, to round .. gain. Op;n Opt:ral('d 
\Vhen the valve is opcratt'd , tl,e sound wave encounters (hese 
vio\atiom of bore and "h,'re twicc . The chang~s i;t Ji r<.:ction are 
so suJdr!n and severe that n portio n of the wave, in effect, en-
counteis a fhit wnU almon Iwad 00. Thm p'lrtioll ('chas of( the 
wall and rcwrs.:~ direcdnn. This repr~·~nts a 1ms of energy in the 
fundamental waVi!. It is felt by the player a~ r('~istance. The lost 
portion :s now a harmonic out of stciJ with t ht': fundamental. It is 
he<lrd as a change in tone colln. a loss o f dMity. 
The schematic drawing below il-
lustrates the sound path through the 
Axial-Flow Valve. 
-" 
;If 
Open Operated 
Principle of operation: 
The sound enters the rotor at its axis 
of rotation. The primary passage em-
bodies a gentle offset. It maintains its 
pf0per round bore and delivers the 
sound either to the main bore or, 
when rotated, to the F-attachment 
port, When the sound completes its 
pass through the F-attachment tub-
ing it passes directly through· the 
secondary rotor passage and hence to 
the main bore. No additional impedi-
ment in the operated position is en-
countered. The F side has the same 
favorable passage as does the B-flat 
side! 
U.S. Parent No. 4112806 
Others and Foreign Pending 
I. 
~~ 
r 
Gibson 
.. \ J)i,i . .;ioll of !'\orlitl Illclll ... ~rit's, Ine. 
7373 :\orth Ci ct'ro :\V t'llllf' 
Lilu;o\n wond . l1tilloi~ {)(Hd(, 
(312) 67;;·~()OO 
November 20,1979 
Mr. David J. Galloway 
Senior Lecturer , Low Brass 
OFS Educati on Dept . 
P.O . Box 521 BLOEMFONTEIN 9300 
Republic of South Africa 
Dea r r1r. Ga 11 oway: 
This is in reference to your recent inquiry regarding the Reynolds 
TO-12 which was discontinued several years ago due to a decline in 
sales. 
The valve section was designed only for tenor trombones and will not 
fit the TO-12. 
We have enclosed a Reynolds cata log per your request. However, for 
your in forma tion, the Olds/Reynolds factory closed prod ucti on on 
July 13,1979, and the tooling and property have been sold. 
' We hope this information wi ll be helpful for you. 
},./relY, 1\;.'~hff; 
Manager of Account Sales 
Gibson Division 
RCD/ls 
,.....--- . . . -,.-- - . .. .. 
SLIDE POS ITION PlACEMENT 
(VISUAL FACSIMILE) 
l'BO 2'A 3'AO . 4'C 5· F# 6'F 7'E 
! BO )~ 
: TROMBONE l : 0 bo t9 #0 0 
-t9--
t. ~ 
t • 
t ) u F" ?: VALVE ( 0 
-t9-- &6= CT bcr 
-t9-- CT 
l'F 02'E 003 ' EO ~5 ' D 6'DO OH (8) 
" 
, TUNING THE DOUBLE VALVE (bE) TUNE BY "MATCHING" NOTES ................ . 
MATCH 
3 
'* ~W:@3WITH 
u 
R(B b) l'BO 
~E) · 01U~0 
6 
#5 ~ . J ~tJ:~\/~11 MATCH ~tfJ:~(,\~~ ~II WITH ~ 
u;Jlti:'f!NL'iIDtt:*0Jt~~ 
3'AO 4·G 5-F~ 6·F . 7-E 
~ "''''''~j . . Z::;:~~~Il :rrJrfilI:::;;;~L(~~;kZ'~' ~. n'~ 
3'0 #5'00 6'C 07·B 
I W§~~: ~H~~~ [~:fJ ... 'if: , ~:~ 1 ~ Addi ng the "0" crook tunes The 0 tuning of th~ double "a~ve is the ultimate and recommended tuning. New position pJ Qcem~nts must 
be teamed as well as vulva/slide combinations. (See U the double valve to a D-funda-
mental in 1st position. 
TUNING THE DOUBLE VALVE (D) 
A. Raph method -- C. Fischer pub.) 
TUNE BY " MATCH ING" NOTES •• II •••• • •• CI •• ' ••• 
MATCH ~t2~: ~~~3~ ~7 ~~: ~II MATCH WITH 
u u 
6 
OR =:n:: 
Posi tion Charts courtesy Alan Raph and the King Musica l Instrtunent Company • 
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BAS SOD N S 
CHArTE~ 1: A r~EAmBLE 
AS LONG AGO AS THE MEDIAEVAL ERA of the curtal and 
dulzian, a twin stream of development has been evident 
in the development of the musical instrum'ent we today 
call the bassoon. On the one hand, there has been the 
English/French/Italian branch of the instrument's 
development, which has reached its logical (some would 
say illogical) conclusion in the "French" bassoon 
manufactured by the Parisian firm of Buffet-Crampon 
today, and widely used in France, Italy and, to a lesser 
extent, Spain today. This type of ins trument will not 
be discussed in greater detail here, but its inclusion 
is certainly necessary in order to lend perspective. 
The "French" bassoon had -- and still has -- fewer keys 
than its Teutonic counterpart, a more vocal and les s 
"woody" tone quality and, in spite of its often 
capricious intonation, enjoys a large measure of 
support from specialist devotees outside its country 
of origin.! 
The other side of the evolutionary coin, as it were, is 
found in the Bohemian bassoons of Dresden, Graslitz and 
Vienna which, via Almenraeder, Heckel and others reached 
their culmination in the German-system bassoons of 
today a Ill. Heckel, Piichner, Schreiber, Moennig, Moll-
enhauer, Conn and Fox. These, i n spite of the increasing 
inroads being made by United States manufacturers into 
the production of top-rate bassoons, are commonly known 
as "German-" or "Heckel-system" bassoons. 
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The nineteenth-century mid-European instruments often 
displayed a characteristic flat rear section to the long 
or bass joint (actually, the pre-war Kohlert is typical 
in thi s respect), a noticeably broader, darker tone 
quality compared to their French and Italian counter-
parts, and generally (though not invariably) superior 
intonation. 
Today, the "state of the art" in manufacturing the 
German-system bassoon can be found in the top-line 
models of the manufacturers mentioned above, as well as 
the East Ge'rman Adler bassoon which has not been all 
that accessible to would-be purchasers since 1945 
(the celebrated British bassoonist Gwydion Brooke -- son 
of th~ composer Holbrooke plays a much-modified 
Adler) . There is reportedly a new entry in the bassoon-
manufacturing field in the person of Jeremy Soulsby of 
Hereford who, virtually single-handedly is turning out 
a limited number of excellent German-system bassoons. 
He apparently already has a waiting list of some years, 
and Dr Ron Klimko of the University of Idaho describes 
the instruments as being "very responsive" 
possessing a "big and rich tone".2 
as well as 
It was undoubtedly one of the Heckel-system' s pro-
genitors to which the late Walter Susskind was referring 
when pointing out that " .. . certain instruments like the 
bas soon were louder in Brahms' time -- they were rougher 
instruments; you find that in Beethoven's era a I so,.,3 
/35 
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The advances of Almenraeder and Heckel notwithstanding , 
the allegedly "modern" bassoon is nothing of the sort 
with its anachronistic keywork; it is a contradiction 
in terms. Although mater ials have been improved consid-
erably in post-WIV2 times, the bassoon of the nineteen-
eighties lags behind the advances of the Boehm-system 
flute, clarinet and saxophone. William Spencer, American 
bassoonist and author of The Art of Bassoon Playing4 , 
claims that it has lagged behind in teaching methods and 
pe rformance, too. "Before WW 2 students of bassoon were 
dependent on European builders and performer-teachers, 
and the Almenraeder 1840 vintage instrument was still 
being used as the model for bassoon construction. Since 
the late 1940's, American bassoon players have· been 
primarily responsible for refining the old nineteenth-
century Heckel sys tern, firs t in performance, and later 
in methods of manufacture." 
Spencer also lists' manufacturers of 6- to 24-keyed 
bassoons whose combine developments led up to the Heckel 
system bassoon. In this context he mentions that Almen-
raeder's well-known School of Bassoon Playing was 
intended for the is-keyed instrument of his time 
(1786-1843). 
/36 
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Karl Almenraeder was the son-in-law of Wilhelm Heckel 
senior, and most bassoonists are thankful that such a 
fruitful relationship existed when it did, no matter 
what the Americans say! During a period spanning roughly 
half a century (1825 1875 ca.) Almenraeder vastly 
improved the existing keywork and the positioning 
of the tone-holes. He also modified the bore, but in the 
process coarsened and de-natured the instrument's tone-
quality to what was even then considered an unacceptable 
degree . Cynical bassoonists of the latter half of the 
twentieth century are fond of adding that it subsequent-
ly took the Heckel family another half-century to 
restore the instrument to its former tonal glory5, but 
this is only partially true . It is the writer's personal 
opinion that no-one who started his bassoon-playing 
activities on an old Hawkes & Son, Boosey & Co . , Cabart 
or other non-Heckel-system is likely to take his modern 
Heckel, PGchner, Schreiber or Fox for granted' 
The process of further refinement was (and still is) an 
essentially ongoing one, although it was felt by many 
cognoscenti to have reached a pea~ in the pre-war series 
5000 and 6000 Heckels. In any event, the Heckel is still 
to this day regarded as the yardstick by which all other 
German-system bRssoons are judged. /37 
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Whether or not other post-Almenraeder manufacturers of 
German-system bassoons envisaged their product as a 
deliberate carbon-copy of the Heckel is a matt er 
of conjecture. In fact, it is unlikely; Herrn Puchner, 
Schreiber, Moennig and especially Adler could not have 
viewed their instruments as quasi-Heckels, given 
their awareness of the ongoing process of refinement. 
Spencer6 , by way of illustrating this pOint, lists a 
number of innovations in bassoon construction introduced 
in the industry (main U.S.) since 1920: 
1920 
1930s 
1937 
1947 
1948 
1954 
1955 
1957 
1959 
Rubber boot cap covering to prevent shock or 
damage to instrument 
Plateau C key7, permitting swift action, elim-
inating key ring (not yet standard) 
Lacquer, slight ly elastic, to permit expansion 
and contraction of wood beneath 
Sculptured one-piece "monolithic" keys 
Tap"ered swabs for better moisture absorption 
Reduced body size to accommodate smaller hands 
Tuning s"lide for plastic school instruments 
Rotary hinges instead of lever keys on tenor 
or "wing" joint 
Cork, or plastic tubes, pre-formed for easy 
replacement or adjustment; tarnish-resistant 
Rhodium plating 
1960 "Space Age" alloy and tempered keys for durability 
1965 Rocket wire springs that will not fatigue or rust 
38 
1966 
1967 
1968 
38 
Snap lock to hold joints together; 
Short bore bassoon; the so-called "American 
Symphony Orchestra" model, or the type prod-
uced by Heckel since the 6000 series(post-1930) 
Tuning slide built into the crook 
Unlike the trombone (or any brass instrument), the play-
ing characteristics of the bassoon may be expected to 
vary considerably not only from make to make (which one 
might reasonably expect) or even model to model, but 
between two (or more) outwardly identical instruments of 
the same make and model. It follows that attempts to 
evaluate various bassoons must be tempered by greater 
introspection and less rigid categorization than would 
be the case in a trombone evaluation. In what can for 
practical purposes be considered the upper octave of 
its range -- Eb above middle C to the Eb above that 
the bassoon presents its would-be masters with a greater 
selection of alternative fingerings than any other wood-
wind. 
Indeeq, mastery of "the bassoon's fingering over the 
instrument's full working range -- three octaves and a 
fourth -- is a more daunting task than on any other 
woodwind. The basic scale of the ins trument, F to f 
with a B-natural as the fourth degree, is the only area 
in which basic "seven-fingers" woodwind finger i ng 
obtains, and even this cannot be overblown past middle 
D. There is simply no s uch thing as extending the basic 
first octave fingering into the third octave, ()r 
even the upper third of the second octave. i 39 
i 
~ 
• 
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It is in this tenor range where 75% of the solo and 
orchestral repertoire lies, the famous and exposed solos 
of Tchaikovsky, Chopin and Brahms, for instance. In this 
register the player is faced with a fairly complicated 
set of cross-fingerings, even for diatonic passages in 
C major . And, as has been mentioned, no two bassoons are 
exactl y alike, particularly when it comes to alternative 
fingerings. Humouring or "lipping" certain notes into 
tune on one's own instrument becomes a subconscious 
reflex action, thus playing an identical passage with 
identical fingering on another bassoon can present 
problems over and above those already mentioned. Improve 
the instrument though he did, Karl Almenraeder did not 
carry the process nearly far enough. Today, i n the United 
States, the work of further refining the bore, key 
mechanisms and acoustical properties of the bassoon is 
being carried out by men such as Hugh Cooper, Don 
Christleib, Paul Lehman, Alan Fox, Jack Linton and 
Hans Moennig (now resident in North America). 
1 An example .w the NOlLth AmelL.i..can [Ja-1-1oon QUalLtet, -- all 
[Juttet-1, a.l.though a.l..l. membelL-1 play ~elLman--1y-1tem ba-1-1oon-1, too. 
2 DIL ~ona.l.d KIUnko at Jdaho Un.i..Ve!L-1.i..ty, .i..n a lettelL to the wlL.i..telL. 
3 ~ecolLded .i..ntelLv.i..ew w.i..th the wlL.i..telL, Cape Town 1975. 
4 W.i...l..l..i..um SpencelL: The AIL.t of- [Ja-1-1oon 'Plai).i..n[} ( Swnmy -!J.i..lLdwILJ) 
5 The tu./.). deta.i..l -1 of- AhnenlLaede!L' '" WOILR. can be f-ound .i..n Chap.telL 4 
of- Lyftde-1ay ~. Lan.fJJlJ.i...l.l'-1 The lJaA.doon & ContlLabM-100n ([Jenn) • 
6 SpencelL: The AlLt of- [Ja4-1oon 'Play.i..n[}, 'PalLt V 
7 (he wlL.i..telL ha4 -1een th.w f-eatUILe only on a Hed?eL /40 ... Ch.2 
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CHA'PTC'R 2: ffJAIC;'RJALS & /I1C;CIIANJSftl5 
HOWEVERMUCH ONE MAY BEMOAN the seemingly anachronistic 
condition of the bassoon and its keywork, one should 
bear in mind that there exist sound acoustical reasons 
for the instrument retaining many of its "traditional" 
characteristics. Some highly ingenious attempts have 
been made by Sax, Boehm, Triebert and Hasenier to 
improve keywork and intonation. But, as author Wally 
Horwood puts it, "All the ingenious ideas tried at this 
time (1851 - 1862) and later seem to have come to grief 
because they tended to alter the tone of the bassoon too 
much to be acceptable."l 
Horwood succinctly describes the physical problems: 
"The bassoon had always presented makers with its own 
peculiar and difficult problems. To get the six primary 
note-holes of an eight-foot instrument within the span 
of a hand, early makers dri l. led them obliquely into the 
thick walls of the wooden tube.,,2 As, of course, clo 
makers today, particularly in the tenor joint. The three 
holes (C, D & E) for the left hand are - - apart from 
the ring key on the C -- left plain and unadorned, and 
the · passages are lined with plastic, ebonite or metal 
tubes. This is not only in order to stop wood-rot 
caused by accumul ated moisture, but to preserve the 
integrity of the air-passages joining the finger-holes 
to the main bore, which obviously have a bearing 
on the intonation. 
/41 
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But let us continue with Horwood's explanation: "( Sax) 
spent a good deal of time and effort in trying to 
improve the very imperfect bassoon ... As far back 
as 1820 (he) had been among the first to experiment by 
drilling in the correct acoustical positions, effecting 
the operation by means of keys and rods ... lt was 
no doubt the partial success of these instruments that 
prompted the son to continue on the same lines. For the 
London Exhibition of 1851, he included a brass bassoon 
with 23 keys (the bassoon of that era would have had at 
the most 14), which caused considerable interest ... 
Theobald Boehm ... examine d the instrument closely, and 
congratulated the inventor. 
"Despite the excitement, Sax's construction was not 
taken up ... Boehm was led to collaborate with Triebert in 
a laterally-bored, key-rod operated bassoon . . . This was 
an efficient, but heavy and expensive model; only a few 
were made ... no doubt Sax had other pressing matters on 
hand, or else felt that Triebert's instrument was ahead 
of his own conception:,,3 
This latter conjecture is highly unl ikely, as the 
Triebert instrument is one and the same with that 
described by Anthony Baines as "An instrument of unbel-
ievable complexi t y and utter poverty of tone ... fort un-
ately it never caught on.,,4 Apparently the instrument 
performed faul tles s ly, but on account of its denatured 
timbre could no longer be considered a true bas soon. 
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Horwood concludes with the observation that "Although 
Sax contended that the basic characteristic tone of an 
instrument is not altered by the material of which it is 
made, modern opinion is that resonant wood does vibrate 
in sympathy with the air column, which metal does not 
and, by enhancing the upper partials, subtly influences 
the tone colour. Of all wind instruments, this is most 
applicable to the bassoon, where the thick walls 
and obliquely bored holes play their part in producing a 
'true' bassoon tone ... None succeeded in ousting the 
traditional wood."S 
Wentzel Schreiber and Sons of Nauheim, West Germany, 
see the situation as follows: "Of all musical instrum-
ents, the bassoon must rank as one of the most difficult 
to produce. Air pockets, air leaks and wood rot have 
always been the enemies of the bassoon craftsman and 
player. Up to quite recently, that is, because now 
Schreiber (iniec alia) has succeeded in overcoming these 
age-old problems. 
No.1: Air pockets between wing and boot joint lining and 
wood. These pockets "adversely affect the blowing qualit-
ies of the instrument . 
No.2: Rotting of wood caused by penetration of water 
between metal and wood parts of the wing & boot jo{nts. 
No.3: Air leaks at boot jOint caused by old, outdated 
construction methods.,,6 
Schreiber claims to have solved the problem with an 
epoxy resin named Luraton, which is used as a lining, 
so that "the bore on the wing side of the boot joint and 
the w:ing heart thus becomes a homogeneous whole . " 43 
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This technique is used by all manufacturers today -- even 
in the cheapest student models -- although the lining 
material may differ somewhat from one manufacturer to 
another. In addition, entire bassoons are now made 
out of plastic materials, the leading name in this regard 
being Alan Fox of South Whitley, Indiana, U. S. A., who 
makes all his top models available in either North 
American curly maple or polypropelene.Although impervious 
to moisture, polypropelene is prone to warp if carelessly 
subjected to high temperatures. One of North America's 
most populat student instruments, the Linton, is made 
entirely from a modern plastic derivative called Linton-
ite; these instruments can immediately be identified by 
the total lack of "bulge" on their bell joint. The writer 
has in his possession a Boosey & Co. bassoon of circa 
1910-12 on which the tenor joint is made entirely of 
ebonite (a hard rubber), so the idea is by no means new . ? 
Viitually the only wood used in the construction of 
contemporary bassoons is hard maple, be it North American 
"curly" or European~ A notable exception is found in the 
case of · the French Buffet, who prefer to use the darker, 
denser and palpably heavier African Grenadilla. In the 
past rosewood, sycamore and even pear wood have been 
used, but are considered too soft by today's standards. 
Due to the highly competitive world market -- and the 
continued dedication of today's makers to finding better 
materials -- one can safely assume that progress will 
continue to be made in this regard, and somewhat more 
speedily than in the past. 44 
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Internationalism in music certainly extends to the 
bassoonist and, as William Waterhouse and others have 
pOinted out, this has tended to homogenize regional 
differences and to impel players (and manufacturers) 
down an increasingly narrow path. 
1 Wally HOlUlJOod: Ado)phe Sax -- IlL-1 uf-e & Ler;acy I 8'LarrUey) p . 114 
2 Jbi..d ., p. 115 
J Jbi..d., pp. 114/115 
4 Anthony 8ai..ne-1: Woodwmd In-1t'Lument-1 & theM 1Ii..-1to'LyIFube'L)p . JJ6 
5 Wa.Uy HOlUlJOod: Adolphe Sax -- Hi..-1 uf-e & Leg.acy, p . 11 5 
6 txt'Laci f-'Lom 1978 catalog.ue of- W. ScMei..beFL & SOMe, Nauhei..m 
7 ThM l..Mt'Lument .i.A al-1o equi..pped wLth a b'La-1-1 tunmg.--1 .LLde 
m the "u" of- the butt 
/45 .. . ClIA)'TCR J 
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CHA~TE~ 3: ~05T-WAn ATTEM~T5 AT MODERN~Z~N~ KEYWO~K 
Anthony Baines proffers the view that the fingering 
systems of the German and French bassoons "differ without 
gi ving either a decided advantage." 1 On the other hand, 
Herr Emil Schamberger, former Solo Bassoon with the 
Gurzenich Orchestra of Kaln stated quite categorically 
that the bassoon's keywork -- German or French -- was 
quite antiquated and should undergo a complete redesign-
ing. Mr Ingo Holland, Principal Bassoon with the Cape 
Town Symphony Orchestra and a former pupi l of Herr 
Schamberger describes how his former teacher had "design-
ed a bassoon keywork in piano-type fashion -- that is,one 
finger only for any note required. Although much easier 
to play, however, it would have been much more difficult 
to build. That is why, I suppose, it never 'got of f the 
ground'. Also, (the firm of) Heckel, who were presented 
with the plans, didn't see the need to invest a lot of 
money in a new project while they were producing what was 
(and still is) the' best-selling make of conventional 
instrument. And the c'onsequences of re-educating teachers, 
publishing a new tutor for the instrument, etc., etc ... ,,2 
As it happens, Schamberger's concept for a piano-type 
keyboard for the bassoon is not unique. Plate 20 of the 
late Lyndesay G. Langwill's The Bassoon and Contrabassoon 
shows a line drawing of a Klav i aturkontra f agott built by 
C. W. Mor i tz of Berlin in 1845, 
bandsmen of the 2nd Gar deregiment 
and apparently 
, 3 
of Foot. 
used by 
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Fingered via a system of fifteen keys and touchpieces, 
this instrument was warmly recommended by Meyerbeer, 
among others. Unfortunately no surviving specimen is 
known . 
Argueably the most significant development in keywork in 
recent times are the efforts of Rumanian bassoonist 
Gheorg Cuciureanu. At the International Double Reed 
Society Congress in Edinburgh in 1980, Professor Cuciur-
eanu exhibited an instrument incorporating the results of 
twentyfive years of searching for practical improvements 
to the bassoons key system. This was greeted with enthus-
iasm by all concerned, inc 1 uding Principal Bas soonis t 
with the Orchestra de la Suisse Romande, Mr Roger 
Birnstingl. He would seem to echo the sentiments of Emil 
Schamberger as well as the majority of contemporary 
performers with the comment "We feel .. . at times the need 
for someone to carryon where Almenraeder l eft off." 
Mr Birnstingl's report4 report is of considerable rel ev-
ance here, as it deals with keywork improvements that are 
of more than academic interest. "What Mr Cuciureanu has 
'done is to . rebuild a Heckel; by using very thin and 
light keywork on both the original and the added keys he 
has managed to make all his innovations without any 
increase in weight; the instrument still weighs less than 
a modern Heckel. 
like another, and 
traditional keywork 
At first glance, this bassoon looks 
plays like one too, all the normal 
being there. And one can play it 
like one's own. This is not a case of an instrument which 
"'"n he olaved only with special study." 
47 
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Birnstingl then lists the ingenious i nterlocking keys and 
linkages in detail, agreeing that "innumerable difficult-
ies could be made very much easier by having these 
alternatives." 
Some eight months later Alan Fox, who had expressed real 
interest in the Cuciureanu keywork when first exhibited, 
had a pilot model available (in maple, not polypropelene) 
to the bassoon-playing public. Fox will adapt the new 
keywork to any old bassoon of his manufacture, or build 
it on a new one. He will likewise make the parts avail-
able to anyone who wishes to have the conversion carried 
out independently (the basic parts cost being $1000). 
It is possible to add only that portion of the new mech-
anism that one wishes to have, as all four sets of addit -
ional mecha nism are discrete, i. e. mechanically 
autonomous. They consist of:-
a) Spatulas for the right thumb (the E plate is divided 
into three interlocking portions) to provide alternative 
fingerings for low C and D (normally fingered with 
the left thumb); 
b) A special mechanism that allows for the individual or 
joint opening of the low Eb/Db keys; 
c) A l ow E/F-sharp trill key; 
d) An articulated Ab/Bb tril l mechanism for the right 
thumb. 
Many legato passages can thus be greatly simplified, 
particularly in sharp keys. As Professor Cuciureanu him-
self put it, the bassoon now has the t echnical possibil-
ities and musical expressions of the flute, oboe and clarinet". 5 
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Just as some American manufacturers took the Germani 
Viennese trombone of the early 20th century and developed 
it to its logical conclusion, it would appear that the 
more enterprising U. s. bas soon manufac turers -- bles sed 
as they are in the nineteen- eighties with a bur geoning 
economy and an embarrassingly strong Dollar - - are likely 
to put these latest "extensions" of European tradition 
into practice. For the Americans production of the 
Cuciureanu bassoon is economically viable, a~ a letter 
from M'r Ro bert Giardinelli to the writer reveals: "In 
regard to the Fox bassoons with t h e Cuciureanu keywork, 
they are not in production , but Mr Fox will make them on 
special order. He wants one - third deposit with a ninety-
day de l i v ery date on this particular model . He can put 
the keywork on two models of maple finish, the Model II 
and the Model 201 . The Model II sells for $4 690 nett and 
the Model 201 for $5650 nett .,, 6 
The Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra's principal 
bassoonist, David DeBolt, reported in October 1981 
that he "was able to play Fox's demonstrator Cuciureanu 
bassoon and was impressed with the possibilities offered 
(by the additional keywork). I was also favourably 
impressed with the tone and response of Fox's light 
varnished soft maple instrument."l 
It is sincerely hoped that more manufacturers, both u.s. 
and European, will see their way clear to offering the 
Cuciureanu keywork as an option, either in part or in 
whole. Certainly, the "split" E thumb-plate, offering 
alternative low D and C fingerings that leave the 1. h. 
thumb free, is desirable. 49 
49 
As has been noted, these extra mechanisms do not add 
appreciably to the cost of the i nstrument if incorporated 
from new, and there is no good reason that at least one 
or two of them should not become standard equipment on 
manufacturers' top models. No quantum leap, admittedly, 
but a tangi ble and affordable improvement. 
A line of research which to some may seem retrospective 
is currently being pursued by Dr Ronald Klimko, Professor 
of Bassoon at the University of Idaho's School of Music 
in Moscow, Idaho, U.S.A. Far from considering the 
Triebert/Sax/Boehm experiments a lost cause, he is act-
ively pursuing the and resuscitating the concept of 
Boehm-type fingering for the bassoon, although not in 
as radical and mechanically cumbersome a form as that of 
Triebert. Dr Klimko espouses the "double-Boehm" fingering 
system, 
LH I RH 
which would give Eb and Bb with the fingerings 
"0 ,0 I 000 and , and E-natural and H-natural with 
0'01000 and "' 10 '0 respectively. According to a 
let ter from John P . . Newhil1 8 , this system was fitted to 
the Haseneie r Boehm bassoon. Newhill , a clarinettist 
"who is interested in all woodwind mechanisms", strongly 
supports Klimko's contention that a simpler form of Boehm 
system could have been the bassoon's "way out of the dark 
ages back in 1932", as Klimko put it . Dr Klimko also 
envisages alternative groupings of keys for the thumbs 
(a La Cuciureanu) and little fingers (a La Boehm), plus a 
more logically conceived mechanism for high note finger-
ings -- "perhaps borrowed from the French system.,,9 
/ <:,(\ 
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Dr Klimko also makes mention of a modern Boehm syst em 
bassoon built for a Mr Percy Gatz in 1982/3, but further 
details are unavailable to the writer at this juncture. 
Klimko unashamedly advocates "bassoon reform", pointing 
out that the "economic infeasibility of building a 
better bassoon for a handful of players in the 19th 
century" is invalidated in this day and age. He puts 
forward a strong case for "taking the bassoon out of the 
nineteenth century", and in the process improving on a 
basis design (but not timbre) that is 150 years old. 
1: ANTHONY BAINES: ViOODWIND INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR HISTORY (FABER) 
2: LETTER TO THE WRITER, 1981 
3: LYNDESAY G. LANGWILL: THE BASSOON & CONTRABASSOON (BENN) 
4: ROGER BIRNSTINGL: THE CUCIUREANU BASSOON; 'THE DOUBLE REED, 3/81 
5: REPORT IN THE DOUBLE REED, 12/81 
6: LETTER TO THE WRITER, ~AY 19TH 1982 
7: REPORT IN THE DOUBLE ' REED, 10/81 
8: LETTER IN THE DOUBLE REED, SPRING 1985 
9: R KUMKO: FROM THE BASSOON EDITOR'S DESK , THE DOUBLE REED, 
FALL 1982 
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QUE S T ION N A I R E 
1) Wha..t makel<l) and mode..tl<l) 06 bMMOl'!lo) do you lL6e -tIt pMoolunance? 
., ' 
o 6 the .utfl tJu.un ei'!t<l 
-t ) 
you have Mmpted r.;V'..oOI1iLUy, wlltt-t aILe yoWL 6-Uv~t tl1/>_ee cho-tce<l? 
It e.a.<I 0 I'! : 
U) Ite.a.<l 0 n : 
ill) It e.a.<I a It : 
2) Va you nOl[miLU!f U6e the Mook that "came wah the -tMtI[umeltt"? 
16 I'!ot, wha..t -t<I !fOWL cho~ce le.g. Scft/[e-ibeit CE 2, tc., tc.)? 
Ukw-t<l e, do !fOU U-Il e the <lUl'!dMd handite-<lt? 
3) What, -tt any, Me yOWL objeet-ton6 to tlte neck ot!UlP (.I,fl oppooed to the 6eat fl-{/u:tp)? 
4) TOV::lat euent do !fou lL6e ..theJ..ow Eb altd Vb;-key~ M·a vent (SchaUoch ) ? 
5) 
Ve you u<le the key6 a) pJU.ma:u...e.y to enl!£ll1ce tone quaL<..t!f; b) -to l:dju~ t ~ntollwtl(,I~; 
c ) boDI? IPtea.-K unde-iline) At what 6tage do !fou ;.It:t~odu.ce t/u,~ t .c:.ciU1.{q[;.:? 
·.to <li:.l.de .. J..U? 
WUh lteMonabte calLe, doe!. l: lteed u6ed plt06eM-tona.i'.t!f tM.t !fOU UI1 
thaI'! a month; b) about ol'!e mOltth; e) about .tit.'u'.e montlu,; dJ u.p .to 
IPteMe undeitUne). 10 YOWL an"weit ~ Id), wha..t -t<I YOWL HClu'..i;? 
av ?}' "'r. ") n) , .." L.L ~ ::i l.:. I.A. 
,~-tx. ~;Cil./I: .; 
In the muntenl:l'!ce 06 a >.eed, wha;t adju.-~tment(o) to the WVlU do ~!O(! c{J1d mo.6,t 
6ltequr.ltte!f I~ece-~"a!(!f? 
'00 you c.onfl-tdelt d geed poucy ta fLeep -'.he 2nd w-tite (neM~t the Cilook) a ~ necv! 
a peitnee.t c..br.e.te a6 po.ofl.{ ote? Ple.a.<le comment: 
6) '00 you 6ee..t that the modv'dt (Ge1t'11an oy6teJll) baMoolt hM evo.t.vr.d M 6a~ ct.l U i..1: 
eveit u f1.e..t!f to -<-n p'Ulc..t-i.ca.i'. teJun<l? 
Ir. wlta..t a!(ea.-~ (e.g • .<.nto na.-ti.o It , we-igltt, dWLab.<.Ut:.!f " ~ l<eljl.~'o'(/c and mo.tVc<.lt.e.l, tr:., J 
wou..td !fou Uh.e to flee the glteate-<lt -imphovenleILu? 
. '00 YO(! 0 ee 4 Yltthilic matelt.<.a.tfl I potYP'wpe..t{'l'!e, duJo.1.o It, ebon.U:e, k.) 5 ca ",, ·'<.i."9 rII(I." " 
p!WIn.{,J'{cl1t.e.y -tl'! 6u...t.uJl.e bMOOOI'! COI16i:.1tuc..ti.ol1? 
7) Ovelt alld abo ve K 191, K 292 altd P06o-tbt!f K l\I1h 230a, wlt<.ch 06 MozMt'o b<l.6<100f! 
paMage-6 have .<,nllJltu,:,ed you nJO<l£; COIt6-t<1-te)~Ulj OlJeIt -the ljeaJu (&"om .~ ~/ i1p;Iolue.;, 
p-<-altO CI.I1d otilM co I'!Cu..to.!. , 0 pe'Ul<l, ,: '!-i.a.6 altd c.hamb eIt mu.J.,i.c)? 
B) 
9) 
10) 
Vo YOIl cOM,(,deit K Anh 230a to be opWL-tOlL6? Why? 10It. why not?) 
Wha..t compooilio i'!6 60IL othelt Mto w.i.ndo (Olt e.ven fl.tJt.{ngo) o.tJt.{ll.e you M poten.ti.al..e.y. 
, llOu.na-tllg be.t.teit on tlte bMMon ;thaI! on t he Oll.-tg.ulCt-t Mto -t1Ll.tr..wnent?, 
Wha..t STUV'! mateJt.<.a.t do you lL6e .i.n ;teac.h.{ltg .i.n addU-ton to WW<leltboltlt and M,Ltde? 
Wha..t que.~.t.{Onfl would you have added to tit<.o wt (p.t::a.oe be 61taltk)? 
Thank you for' yOUr' time. D,TG 
, , 
CHAPTER IV : THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Early in 1981 a questionnaire was compiled in preparation for 
inclusion in this thesis, and sent out to a number of 
professional bassoonists known to this wr i ter. While the ten 
questions posed were of a practical rather than an esoteric 
nature, the replies were as divergent_as they were informative.] 
Herewith the questions, with the various responses received:-
QUESTION 1) WHAT "'AKE(S) AND MODEL(S) OF BASSOON(S) DO YOU USE IN PERFORMANCE? 
(Ccmrent: 
ANSIIERS: 
(I.H. ) 
(C.fl.) 
(R. K.) 
(G.P. ) 
(J.B. ) 
(D. G.) 
OF THE INSTRUMENTS YOU HAVE SAMPLED PERSONALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR 
FIRST THREE CHOICES? 
Sane bassoonists, particularly t.l-J.ose of the "Old School", are 
inclined to be reten<:ive about the equiprrent they use, and the 
reasons for using it. 'l1:1e aim here was to elicit a positive opinion) . 
1st choice: Heckel 
(uses Puchner) 
2nd If Puchner 
3rd If Schreiber 
1st If Puchner 
2nd If flecke l 
3rd If Schreiber 
1st " Heckel 
(also performs on Buffet) 
2nd aiw-ice: SouLsby 
3rd If Puchner 
1st If Puchner 
2nd If Schreiber 
3rd -If Adler 
1st If Buffet (35K) 
2nd If Cabart 
3rd If 
1st If Puchner 
(uses Schreiber) 
2nd If Schreiber 5080 
3rd If Fox Cuciureanu 
Reason: 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
" 
Best -timbre, especial Ly the 
1930/1940 series. 
Next best sound to Heckel, 
and best intonation. 
Best intonation after Puchner. 
Light sound. 
Consistency, response, tone 
quality. 
B'ig tone., rich~ v ery l'ccponrn>vc . 
Freedom of r espons e (TOO [pee 
compared to fle cke L) . 
Tone, consistency (though s harp 
in low regis te r'). 
Bright sound; good f or 1s t basDoD" 
Popu Lar s tuden t baa :.JOon i n {/. K. 
Devotee of French bassoon. 
Good s tuden t " " 
Supe~ior tone quality & intonation 
Excellent sound; more than 
acceptable intonation. 
Exce Hen t reports.' 
CCNCLUSICNS: i) The fanous Heckel is by no rreans accepted as "the last word" by 
all concerned. The Puchner, though felt by sane to have more 
reliable intonation than t.l-J.e Heckel, is acknoNledged to be 
slightly sharp in the ION register. 
ii) The Schreiber is a consistent second or third favourite, both the 
bright-sounding 10, 20 & 70 series, and the darker 80 series. 
iii) The French bassoon -t.l-J.ough obviously outside the scope of tllls 
thesis -is alive and well, in speCialist hands. 
iv) The actual ra'lge of instrurrents used (or even sampled) remains 
remarkably small. 
/Q.2 
QueSTION 2) DO XOI! NORMALLY USE THE CROOK THAT COMES filTH THE INSTRU,\fENT? 
IF N01', WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE? DO YOU USE .1'/lE' STIL'!DIlRD flI!.VDTlESJ': 
(Ccmrent: As discussed at the end of the follCMing chapter, the c!Cook 
or bocal , as it is called in North Arrerica - is a variable 
item of ancillary equipment that can dramatically a lter the 
playing characteristics of any bassoon. 
The handrest issue is one of personal. taste.) 
5] 
ANSWERS: 
(I.H. ) 
(C.H.) 
(R.K.) 
(G.P.) 
(J.,B}) 
Yes, standard crook(but one selected from a choice of 50) & handres t. 
Yes, standard crook; no, no handrest. 
(D. G.) 
Heckel 2CC nickel plated crook; no handrest. 
Puchner CC3 (CC2 is standard); standard handl'est. 
Buffe·t crook, sl-ight ly longer than standard. Handrest not applicable 
to the French bassoon. 
StandQ:t'd Schreiber KE2; occasiona lly KE3 in hot weather. 
Standm'd hanru'es t. 
CQ'<CWSIrnS: Only slight deviations frcrn s tandard crooks are evident, but the 
handrest . issue is distll1ct ly polarized. 
QUESTION 3) WHAT, IF ANY, ARE YOUR OME'C1'TONS TO 7'm: NECK STRAP 
(AS OPPOSED TO 7'I1E SJ::/.'i' STHA/' )? 
(C=t: The bassoon's It/eight distribution remains a prooJ.em in terms 
of the player's canfort.) 
ANSWERS : 
(I . H.) No objec·t-ions. 
(C.H.) Excessille weight all the left; hand (w;eD seat strap). 
(R.K.) I use t he peg (and muoh !Jl';;j'el' .:tj botl, "tar/d-ing and socii"f]. 
With the seat stl'ap the w,yl(] of encY'Y of crook/reed is nO!; 
always best. 1 ppefer' cit" neel; sty'OP -co t he seat S ir'ap. 
(G. P.) ?Pefep neck sth ,!) , -in "pite' of slig;,t t(mllion il: left arm. Tho 
choice., as in all aspcet:; of equipment nelectio1'l., ic 7Jt31'Y [JCY'Dc;wL 
(J.B.) Neck strap definitely fat1:[j!l'iny} ,bi,Lno experience of s"at Dtr'ap. 
(D. G.) StandQ:t'd sling -coo narl'O:.J for comfortable weight distJ'ibution on 
neck, but probZem solved by using a much wider band at the top . 
CCi:\'CWSIONS: 
The ansv.er appears to lie ill a modified version of the neck strap. 
The seat strap is simply a wide band of leather attached to the 
butt of the IDstrurrent, whim the player sits upon. It is obviously 
of no help when standing up. 
'Ihe peg referred to by R.K. is a device developed by Mr \"illiain 
Waterhouse in the U.K. I similar to the bass c l ariner peg. Its 
use nonnally requires mcxlification of the angle of the crook. 
/Q. 4 
, 
I 
I 
i 
QUESTION 4) TO WIAT EXTENT D:J YOU USE THE LOW Eb liND Db KEYS AS A VC:Nl' 
(SCH.4LLOCH)? DO YO;": USE THE KEYS ?RIM4RIDY 
a} TO ENHANCE TONE QUIILIT:t ABOVE MIDDLE C? 
b} TO ADJUST INTo,vATION? 
c} BOTH? 
AT WHAT STAGE DO YOU INTRODUCE THIS TECHNIQUE TO STUDENTS? 
(COMI1ENT: Of all "modern" ,¥OOdwinds, the technique of "venting" is 
peculiar to the bassoon. ':!here has been carq::>aritively little 
written on the subject to date ,and utilization of the technique 
varies conSiderably frc:m one "school" of playing to another.) 
ANSWERS: 
(I.H. ) 
(C.H.) 
Both reasons; introduced as soon as possible to students. 
Uses Eb key to stabilize intonation of upper E(otherwise 
sharp} and middle Eb on Puchner. 
(R.K.) 1} Eb key for everything above Eb to top register; 2} Eb key for 
middle G; 3} Db key for Eb fork finaering. Uses keys for both 
reasons; 'introduces technique to students right ahJay. 
(G.P.) Aid to intonation on G, e and f; to stabilize Eb, and to ease 
production of extreme high register from high Bb upwards. 
Admi·ttedly n ,t a "great fan " of a'.ternate fingering. 
(J. B. ) Eb key extensive ly used. 
(D. G.} Extensively above middle C (aU notes except C sharp, E naturd 
and D). Used for both reasons. Introduced after f1:rst wo terms. 
CON:::WSI(XI)S: Venting of the tenor and upper register notes is carmon practice, 
varying only in slight detail due to the peculiarities of a 
particular inst.rurrent. It is taught as part of regular technique 
fran shortly after the beginner stage, or earlier. 
QUES1'ION 5} WITH REASONABLE CIIRE, DOES A REED USED PROFESSIONALLY r..AST YOU ON 
AVERAGE a) LESS THAN A MONTH; b) ABOUT ONE f.lON'l'H; 
c} ABOUT 7'HREG' MON'fIlS; d) UP TO SIX MOtYl'HS Of! ,':Ofll,'? 
IF YOUR ANSWER IS d), r{HAT IS YOUn SECRET? 
(CCM1ENT: These specific tirre periods were chosen as a result of the "lriter's 
= experiences with reeds of varying quality. 'Jhe final question 
is not intended to be capricious, but is an attempt to elicit 
ANSWERS: 
(I.H.) 
(C.H.) 
scme terse, practical hint:s on the subject of reed maintenance.) 
Makes = reeds, or modifies Hombachs: "It takes hours of pract"ising 
and severa~ reh12arsaZs" untiZ a reed is "bZown in"; thel"'eafteY' a 
good reed win last "six or eight performances pZus a geneY'a~ 
rehearsal." "A " new reed is never satisfactory in terms of sound. " 
Varies considerclhly. 
(R.K.) About one to three months, but sometimes six or more. The secret 
is to have a lot of reeds and rotate them. Tightening of the 'wires 
sometimes necessw'y in a dry climate . Considers it good policy to 
keep 2nd wire(nearest the crook}more round than oval, although an 
over-round shape is found to inhibit vibration. 
(J. B.) With infrequent use (not a funtime pZayerJ s ix months or more. 
Round 2nd wire has a beneficial effect on tone with Fr'enciz-type l'"ed; 
(D. G.} About three months, but in exceptional cases up to a year or more! 
1st wire requires manipuZa"tion to taste in virtuany ever'u reed; 
near-circular 2nd wire aids vocal quality of tone, but overall 
quality of cane is ulUmately the deciding factor' all l'uund. 
CCNClliSI(XI)S: Two to four months of professirnal playing would appear to be the 
average. Players all have individual ways of modifying a good 
"standard" reed (usually imported f ran Gennany) to suit their needs. 
QUESTION 6) 
(COMMENT: 
ANSWERS: 
(I.H.) 
(C.H.) 
(R.K. ) 
(G. P.) 
(J. B.) 
(D. G.) 
CO"CruSlOOS: 
QUESTION 7) 
(CXlMMENT: 
DO YOU FEEL THAT THE GERMAN bASSOON HAS EVOLVED AS FAR AS D' 1'S 
LIKZLY TO IN PRACTICAL TERMS? 
IN WHAT AREAS{e.g. INTONA1'ION, WEIGHT, DURABILITY OF KEYWORK. A.VD 
MATERIALS, &C.) WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE GREATEST IMPROVE~ENTS? 
DO TOU SEE SYtV1'HETIC MATERIALS FEATURING MORE PROMINENTLY 
IN FUTURE BASSOON CONSTRUCTION? 
This was a deliberately provocative and difficult questian)-
';) 
I do not think that synthetic matel'ials will evel' completely l'e;>lace 
the wooden instl'UJl7ent, but they might be found mOl'e oft.". in fUT;Ul'e 
because of the l'al'ity of suitably ueasoned wood. The keywol'k is 
totally antiquated ... (hel'e followed the account of Schambel'gel" s WOI' ;: , 
Has not yet fully evolved. Would like to see impl'ovement in 
intonation. Does I,ot see increased usage of synthetics. 
Answer to fil'st Par't of question: //NO - NEVER! Want to see Boehm-
like fingel'ing modifications, removal of fOl'ks, alternate thumb 
keys, &c.// Sees increasing use of synthetic materials. 
Believes makers will stl'ive to improve intonational pl'oblems. Would 
like to see a more lightweight instl'ument, hut acknowledges that a 
ccrtain thickness of wood is necessal'Y fol' tl'aditional tone quali ·ty. 
Suggest the //plastic" bassoon us"fuZ as student instl'ument because 
of dUl'ability, though not the same sound as a wooden i nsti'wlI,mt. 
Comments that t ;,e standQ1'd of matel'ials and wOl'kmanship has 
dr'opped in recent yeal's, even among //pl'est'i,ge// makel's. Does 
see increas'i,l!g use of synthetics. 
Gel'man bassoon has not l'eally l'eached end of evolutional'Y process. 
Impl'ovement m;cessal'Y in aPcas of intonation and quaUty of 
matel'ials . Sees increased use oj' synthctics pl'imal'ily in student 
instruments. 
The consensus is thc'- the developnent of the Heckel-type instruo-cnt 
has by no meill1S reached its logicill conclusion, and thClt develq:;r.cnt3 
in improved intonation, craftsmanship and key systems are eagerly, 
even :iJllpatiently ay'a:i ted. Polypropclene anu other mcxl.ern synthetic 
materials are here to s t ::.ty, albeit in a subsidiary role. 
OVER AND ABOVE XV. 191 and 292, wllAT 'EXAMPLES OF MOZART 'S BASSOON 
WRITING /li.VE IMPRESSED YOU MOST CONSISTENTLY OVER 1'Hc' YEARS? 
Mozart was a professed lover of the bassoon, and most bassoonists 
return the ccmplirren t. ) 
Works specifically mentioned in responD e to thi s ques tion were; 
The Piano Quintet, XV. 452 (two responses) 
The "Jupiter" Symphony (No . 41) KV.551 (two responses) 
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, KV. 550 (two l'esponses) 
Cosi Fan Tutte 
The Wind Serenades (two res~onses) 
More generally l'eferred to were: 
The slow movements of the pianoroncel'tos (four l'esponses) 
The late opel'as (two responses) 
The slow movements of symphonies (three l'esponses) 
The orchestral dances 
COOCLUSION: A deep affection for Mozart's bassoon writing - and, indeed, for 
his wind writing generally -is evident here. The bassoon concerto 
KV. 191 remains a perennial favourite among players of all calibres. 
'!he "se=d" Mozart bassoon =certo, KV. Anh. 230a, is nON knCM/l'l. 
to be the work of CeVienne (Vienne I.e Jeune) . 
/Q. 8 
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QUE51JON 8} WHIII CoYI'P05JIJON5 FOR Ol//E'R SOLO WJNDS OR SI'RJN;5 
5171.JI<E YOU AS 'POiEiVIJALLY SOUNDJI';; fJ[ln'R ON fI/[ 
fJA55():]N IIIAi ON IIIE ORJC;JNI1L SOLO JN5I7iU,IJEtW? 
COMMENT: Again, a deliberately provocative question, as bassoonists are 
known to be always searching for additions to their repertoire 
Comp04i..:ti..on 4peci..f--ica.!..!.y men:t-ioned well: 
J.8. 5enaJ...!..!.e--Jn:tlloduc:ti..on & !1.!..!.ef)Ao Spi..'l.ii04o 
W.A. Mo~all:t--Vi..o.li..n 50na:ta No.21 i..n e mi..n, U4 
:tllanA~i..bed and Ilecollded by C;wydi..on 81l00ke 
'Ri..m4ky-Koll4akov--C.!.alli..ne:t Concell:to (:tllan4~i..p:ti..on) 
C.M.Webell--C.!.aIli..ne:t Concell:ti..no Op. 26, :tllanvJC. S . Kovall 
'Pelley C;Ilai..ngell--La Scandi..navi..e (olli..g. 'ce.!..!.o) 
S:tephen Dodr;.40n--cell:tu.i.n. 4ma'u - 4ca.!. con:temp0II.uIlY f-.!.ule 
and ' ce.!..!.o comp04i..:ti..on4. 
CONCLUSION: Not all bassoonists replied to this question; some 
frankly admitted to never having given the subject much 
thought. This is paradoxical , as bassoonists are by no 
means satisfied with their "wealth" of literature. 
QUE51JON 9} WHAI 5IUDY M!1n'RJ!1L fX) YOU U5E IN n!1C11JN; 
IN ADDJIJON 10 WEJ55CN~N AND MJLDC? 
AN5WE'RS: 
J.II . 
C.H. 
'R.K. 
C;.'P. 
J. 8. 
D. C;. 
These two composers of studies for the bassoon are 
the "staples" of traditional methodology, but many 
useful alternatives exist 
Wei..44enbolln and Mi...!.de aile ihe be4f:: and 4hou.!.d be -''''U.ic)ell-i. 
FOil :the molle advanced, Ivi..'l.tu040" .11uden:t, one exUIllp.le w 
Ollef-i..ci..'.., 5:tudi.. de &avww i'Ri..colldL) 
O~,. C;ampi..Mi.. 
Jacobi.. Capuce4,' C;amball" S:tucLLe..,; 8i..aItdLL S.twlLe4 
'Pi..alld: -:6 Challac:telll..4:ti..c 5f::ucLLe.., 
'Pedell40n: IIdvanced 51wlLe4 f-Oll I enoll & 8Q<l4 I Ilombone 
( 5 chrni..:U ) 
~~ION: It is puzzling and slightly vexing to the writer that 
material such as the very well-known studies by Gatti, 
Marcel Bitsch, C. Kopprasch, or Simon Kovar's 24 daily 
Exercises, Leo van de Moortel 's or Karl Pivonka's 
Studies, or even the more contemporary Progressive 
Bassoon Studies of Victor Bruns, Das Fagott by Gunter 
Angerhofer and 10 Modern Studies by Otto Oromszegi 
were not even hinted at, let alon.' mentioned or used. 
If nothing else, the occasional use of some of these 
addi tional methods would make the stu::lent' slife 
more interesting' 
/57 ... Question 10) 
QUtSTJON 10/ WHAT QUtSTJONS wmUJ ~JO/J IIAl't !1()f){'/) TO TIIJS LJS/? 
J.H. 
C. H. 
'lI..K. 
Mo~e que~~~on~ on ~eachin~ me~hoJ 
Wha~ ~ijpe of- v~b~a~o -- di..apllAa~ o~ ~Moa:t 
Do you (!nC1)=a~e ~tuderL.t-J to tal~e othe~ in-J:t~umerL./" 
o~ vo~ce Q-J well? 
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r;.'P. 
J.B. 
D.r;. 
tnC1)=a~e-J addi..~~onal ~eadi.n.[J on ~he -Jub:Ject of- the ba'J~oon 
Would need ~o know be.t:~e~ ~he a~ of- :thi-J -J=vey/ 
Wha~ ~ijpe of- v~b~a:to (D~apMa~ o~ :Jaw); do you 
make ijO= own ~eed-J ami why (o~ why not]?; what 
O:thM m-J:t~ument-J do you play? 
CDNCUJSION: The somewhat controversial and "non-standardized" area 
of vibrato on the bassoon is a concern here. Reed-making, 
though obviously not within the scope of the Questionnaire, 
was an inevitable question, as was teaching methods2. 'The 
possibility of doubling is raised. 
Overall , this Questionnaire brought to light a useful 
cross-section c f information and opinion. The pattern 
that emerges is one of extreme dedication to what is an 
acknowledgedly demanding but ext r emely rewarding instrum-
ent, and a live in t erest in t he search for meaningful 
improvements to its mechanism . An anomaly is the 
strangely conservative approach to the instrument's 
published literature, both in the area of study material 
and accompan ied (or unaccompanied) solos. 
1: Al~houg.h. urtknown ~o ~~ w~ae~ at ~he ~~e, an mdependen~ and 
quae dW-J.iJnJ..l.a~ qUe-J~.LonnaiJz.e , which ~e-J ul~ed m ~he pab.LLcot-
.Lon of- 8ASSooN 'Pt'ilFOiiJtJANCt 71I.ACTJCtS liND /tACHJ#; J!/ THt tJNJTtD 
STArtS & CANADA, had been ci~cula~ed m No~:th Ame~i co by D~ . 
'lI.onald Kumi<o of- Jdako UMVM-Ji.tij. D~ K.limku, who L-J .in uddiJ i un 
bM-Joon tdi..~o~ of- The Doable 'ileed, wa-J V.oud enough l.u CQlI!p.Ld" fill! 
w~.Lte~ ' -J que-J:t.LonnaiAe , and p~ov.ided a good dea.!. of- eX~I/.(L jR{O!/III -
at.Lon m:to ~he ba~9ain . 
2: J.t i-1 the wll.,iA.ell.'/j intentiun -tv ci..Jl.Cll.La-le u widcll.-lulnyiny 
que.o:t.LonnaiJz.e -- dea.Ling. .opeci.f-.Lw.Uy wah ~e(LdUny. meDwd", wl.d 
p~act.Lc.e.o .ut Soa~h Af-~.LCO -- w.ithm ~he f-o~e.o eeab{c f U~U~t!.. 
/58 
CHA'PIe7/. V: 
1) 
IHe 'P7/.0DUCT5 
JNDJVJDUIiLLIj 
or 50Ne frlAY07/. 
WN5JDe7/.eD 
. ;,;ltVI1FIIC I 117/.[7/. S 
WILHELM HECKEL & SOHNE, Biebrich-am-Rhein. 
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Among musicians the saying goes that a Heckel bassoon 
like money performs as well or as badly as the 
individual handling it. At worst, its sound can be 
unpleasantly heavy, "woody" or "tubby" , throwing a 
lightly-textured woodwind quintet out of balance, and 
capable of making even Mozart's hornlike parallel sixths 
and thirds sound wooden and pedantic when played on a 
pair of over-ponderous Heckels. The insensitive playing 
of this instrument, compounded as it occasionally is by 
the use of an unnecessarily hard reed and/or excessive 
vibrato, must surely be the antithesis of what Wilhelm 
Heckel Snr. had in mind' 
Thankfully, the other side of the tonal coin is by 
far the commoner one. In terms of tone quality throughout 
the range, responsiveness to the player's efforts and --
especially -- intonation, the Heckel is the most consist-
ent, predictable and reliable of all instruments on the 
market, and wi l l deliver excellent results even in the 
hands of an unseasoned player. And even with an over-soft 
reed (as is occasionally used by c e rtain recording 
artists), the Heckel remains true to type -- a1 beit with 
some reduction in its usual l y generous volume. 
One of the Questionnaire respondents, Glyn Partridge of 
the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra, writes "I'm quite sure 
the most beautiful bassoon I ever played was a "classic" 
1930's Heckel belongingto Kerrison Camden. You breathe in 
one end and music comes out of the other. Martin Gatt had 
one from the same period."l These immediately pre-war 
Heckels remain very much sought-after, and can change 
hands for upwards of $7 500' 
/ 59 
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Clearly, there is a distinct preference 
6000 series 
for these 
by profess-"class i c" Heckels of the 5000 and 
ionals "in the know" and with the necessary funds at 
their disposal. This period of construction seems to 
coincide with Heckel's change-over from what is termed a 
"long-bore" instrument to their early "short-bore" bass-
oons. The long-bore instrument is reputed to possess a 
somewhat darker sound, although it is less suitable for 
the exposed solo passages found in the orchestral repert-
oire. Thus, the "classic" Heckels could be among the last 
of the long-bores, or among tile first of the short-bores; 
further investigation is needed here. 
I n addition, there are a number of Heckels of around this 
period that ~ere made with what can best be described as 
"quasi-French" f:; .. ngering for the left thumb. Although :1 
full Heckel in 
is heightened 
bell.l:. LI(ladorned 
every other respect, the French illusion 
on these models by leavi n g the tip o[ the 
with the "traJitbnal" (for the German 
system) ivory ring, 
or metal ring that 
The writer has played 
Juritz of Cape Town. 
being finished with the simple wire 
typifies the French bassoon bell. 
such a Heckel, belonging to Dr John 
To.be realistic, one should take into account that the 
purchase of a new Heckel is unli~ely to be considered by 
the majority of music-teaching institutions, who can bllY 
half-a-dozen good Schreiber model 1012's for the price of 
one Heckel, not to mention the waiting list. A student 
would likewise need to have an exceptionally affluent 
background in order to study on a new Heckel. It follows, 
then, that one may draw an analogy between a good, 
well-maintained "pre-owned" Heckel, and an SSK Mercedes 
or 3-litre Bentley: all represent a first-class invest-
ment to the owner who is capable of getting the best out 
of it. Heckel contrabassoon s are equally highly prized, 
and acknowledged as being the best o f their kind. 2 
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Undeniably, the name o f Wilhelm Heckel has become a 
legend to the bassoonist . If not the prove rbial Legend in 
His Own Time, this was because the Age of the Internat-
ional Bassoonist had yet to arrive. What were jealously 
guarded secrets even a generation ago are now freely and 
enthusiastically disseminated among today's players. One 
such example of "The Old School" in this regard was Simon 
Kovar, once the doyen of bassoon t eachers in the U.S.A. 
David T. Borst of Indiana University relates: "A s a 
young student the darkest mystery and best kept secret by 
professional bassoonists was the art of reed making. 
Often I would come to a lesson with a reed in dire 
need of adjustment. 
his body away so 
Mr Kovar would take my reed, and turn 
that I was unable to observe wha t 
adjus tments he was making. When fi n ished, he would 
return the reed to me without comment ... many concepts and 
techniques practiced by leading bassoonists were unavail-
able unless one had the privil ege of studying with them." 
"Today the bassoon student has an opulent source of 
printed material that was not available 25 years ago ..... 
The changing role of the teache r ha s evolved fro m a 
rel uc tant purveyor of highly guarded secrets of the 
trade, which were pr eviously handed down from generation 
to generation by word of mouth, to a 're source pe .·son' 
with an attitude of willingness to sha r e trade Sl'crets 
and innovations wi th all who are i nterest ed. ,,3 
Indeed, publications such as The Double Reed4 bear wit-
ness to the camer aderie that now exists between bassoon-
i sts worldwide, from the U.S.A. to communist China. 
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2) JOSEF PUCHNER, Nauheim 
This famo lls firm, generally ranked seconu only t, · Heckel 
in excellence (though many owners of pre-war Adlers would 
doubtless con t est this) , has been producing bassoons and 
contrabassoons sin ce just before the turn of the century; 
1897, t o be precise . Although manufactured in somewha t 
smaller numbers than H8cke l 's (and certainly Schreiber's) 
instruments, the Puchner bassoon has carved its own very 
substantia l niche on account of its consistency of resp-
onse and intonation, and re l utively full timbre. 
In spite of being what one 
bassoon, the Puchner has 
"woody", more flexible and, 
ity than the Heckel. Some 
prefer the Puchner's timbre, 
in intonation. 
might term a "large bore" 
a distinctly lighter, less 
to some, smoother tone qual-
prominent players frankly 
while admitting the Heckel's 
Indeed, many find it prefer-superiority 
able to the 
as it does 
Heckel as an all-round instrument, performing 
with equal musical efficacy in symphonic, 
chamber music or solo arenas. 
While the Puchner bassoon's keywork is perfe ctly"standard 
German system", it has a rather wider than average "fee l " 
to it, particularly in the area covered by the le f t hand. 
This could conceivably cause a temporary problem to the 
younger student with sma ll hands, particularly if they 
have begun their tuition on one of the Fox or Linton 
models designed for small hands. However, the Puchner is 
a highly responsive ' and gratifying instrument to play, 
capabl e of reproducing the most subtle interpretation and 
nuance in the h e nds of an experienced player. A tenGency 
toward slight sharpness on the low G and other notes in 
the lowest 6th of the rang ' may be experienced, but this 
is usually remedied by pulling out the long jOint a 
centimetre or two. 
The Puchner is also very sensitive to changes o f crook 
but, by the same token , tends to be more responsive than 
others to alternative fingerings in the uppe r most octave, 
where it exhibits a free, vocal quality not found in any 
other bassoon except perhaps a good ex ample of the l urge-
bore Schreiber model 5080 or 5081. 
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A new Puchner bassoon can be imported to South Africa 
for approximately two-thirds the price of a new Heckel, 
and within a considerably shorter period of time' 
The factory's latest development is an addition they call 
their "Intermediate" model, created primarily for the 
American market. In fact, Walter Puchner fourth 
generation of bassoon-builders in Nauhei ln -- visited the 
U.S .A. in 1985 for the launch of the new "Premiere", 
as it is called, as well as promoting the Cooper model 
Puchner, wh i ~h is the Lewis Hugh Cooper-modified version 
marketed in the U.S.A. There is also a Puchner contra -
bassoon, produced in relatively small numbers, that is 
almost as highly esteemed as the Heckel. 
3 ) WENTZEL SCHREIBER & Sohne , Nauheim 
Schreiber, a comparitive newcomer t o this highly spec-
ialized industry, has been building bassoons a nd contra-
bassoons since 1946. These instruments have become world-
famous as a result of two principal properties: an 
open, free tone and response (tending towards brightness 
in the upper register), and exceptionally good value for 
money. There is currently no waiting li st other than 
for the large-bore 5080 and their excellent contrabassoon 
and their popularity with students a n d educators al ike 
remai ns unquestioned. 
The least expensive among the student models is the 5010; 
an excellent instrument that will see the student through 
to the end of his or her tertiary education. Some early 
models had a tendency towards a sharp mi~dle A {and some-
times Bbl, but his appears to :lave been cured. Well. worth 
the small premium is the slightly higher-price model 5020 
which has a hard rubber lining to the fingerholes; it is 
the student basso ~n without a peer. 
The slightly larger-bore models 5080/81 possess a very 
warm tone quality, with fractionally less brightness [n 
the upper register and possibly more consistency in the 
medium and low r egisters, compared to other Schreibers. 
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After playing extensively on the writer's model 5081, a 
professional player pronounced it "the closest thing yet 
to a Puchner,,,5 
By and large, this range of bas soons would appear to be 
the most accessible by far to South African purchasers, 
due to the firm's active -- even aggressive -- export 
policy. Prices may vary considerably from one retail 
outlet to another, but are generally some 20°!, to 30/0 
lower than those of the equivalent Puchner model. 
Mention needs to be made of the excellent Schreiber 
contrabassoons which, like the Heckel, are available with 
a long bell taking the range down to contra A -- the 
lowest note on the piano keyboard. The standard model 
descends to BBb (double B-flat). These are remarkably 
easy instruments to play and, with the right German-type 
reed, are capable of producing a truly generous volume of 
tone, and with good intonation. 6 
4) OTHER GERMAN-SYSTEM BASSOONS 
Gebrlider Monnig, ~arkneukirchen, have a good bassoon in 
the i r top model, although the small bore of the instrum-
ent and crook limits the volume of sound considerably. 
Quality of timbre is good but somewhat lacking in charac-
ter. In order to produce an acceptable volume, the 
player has to work hard against the extra resistance in 
a situation which can hardly be described as e n ergy-
efficient. An original (but no longer unique) feature 
is the incorporation of both the low Bb and B-natural 
keys in an elongated bell joint which, in turn, allows 
the long jOint t o be less so, allowing a more compact 
carrying case. The lowest-priced student model, though 
basically the same design, suffers from a very poor 
finish and mediocre workmanship. 
/64 ... Mollenhauer 
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G. Mollenhau~r, Cassel. This West German firm exports the 
majority of its output to the U.S.A., although it has 
recently established contact with a small number of 
dealers in South Africa. The instruments are generally of 
good quality, with a somewhat differen t "feel" to either 
the Heckel or the Puchner. Mollenhauer is perhaps best 
known for their contrabassoons, and in the U.S.A. their 
"Lyndsey" model contra is the Heckel contra's most 
serious contender . 
Artia, Czechoslovakia. This instrument deserves ment.ion 
simply because it is so widespread as a student instrum-
ent in South Africa, the result of an aggressive market-
ing campaign by the U.K. agents rather than any intrinsic 
musical (or other) value. The basic design is that of the 
pre-war Graslitz bassoon which is good -- but mass 
production, mediocre (at best') quality control oncl 
the inferior material available in that Suciali st cOllntry 
hav-e combined to reduce this bassoon to a parody of what 
it should and could be. The writer has tried Schreiber, 
Conn, Boosey & Hawkes and even French crooks on an 
Artia bassoon, and even with the very best of re ~ J s the 
instrument remains recalcitrant. One might have to 
sample upwards of two dozen of these mass-produced 
instruments before findi ng one that is tolerably good; as 
far as a student instrument is concerned, the Artia i s an 
example of what our Afrikaans-speaking colleagues mean by 
the ~xpression ~oedkoop L~ Duu~kuup. 
/65 B&H 
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Boosey & Hawkes, Edgeware. It has been fashionable 
i n the past amon?, owners of more exotic merchandise to 
refer to the B&H Imperial and Edgeware bassoons in terms 
less than glowing; possibly lacking in respect, or some-
times downright pe jora ti ve. Tha t some examp les have in 
fact earned this reputation is undeniable. But, furnished 
with the right crook and a well-made reed, the B&H 
bassoon can actually perform quite creditably, even in 
the hands of a young student. It has a tone quality that 
is better than average among instruments in its price 
range (and there are not many), but l ile finish varies 
considerably from one example to another, as does the 
intonation. Some Edgewares have a C (below middle C) and 
sometimes D as well, that is so sharp that a special re ed 
is required to at least partly remedy the defect. Yet, the 
rest of the instrument is usually quite respectable, 
apart from the occasional middle A and/or Bb that can be 
difficult to "centre". Compared to the Artia mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, the B&H can do little wrong . 
Although lacking the singing tone of the student Schreib-
er in the upper register, a good B&H is well worth 
consIde ring as a student bassoon. 
Hsinghai, Beijing (Peking), communist China. ' From 
the People's Re~ublic comes this very creditable imitat-
ion of the Schreiber, reputedly wide'y used in the Far 
East (both communist and non-communist). Up until ear ly 
1984 this instrument retail ed in South Africa at the 
unbelievable price of R795, such were the rates of 
exchange' 
/66 Lark 
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Lark, Shanghai. Another product of mainland China, the 
Lark bassoon has been described as a fairly good imitat-
ion of the Moennig, complete with low B- natural on the 
bell and compact case' In South Africa, the Lark brancl 
name has, unfortunately, been associated up till now with 
. very basic quality string and brass instruments. Yet 
Californian bassoonist George Longano, after a visit to 
communist China, described both the Hsinghai and th8 Lark 
as "good instruments", the former being supplied with a 
fingering chart (in Chinese) that takes the range up to 
high G on top of the treble stave . 7 
Mirafone, West Germany & California. Although Mirafone 
(Miraphone in W. Germany) have been producing woodwinds 
since the late 1940's and bassoons since the late fifties, 
it is only of late that the Mirafone bassoon is enjoying 
any prominence. Priced roughly midway between the 
Schreiber and the Puchner, the new model bassoons are 
appa r ently finished off and distributed from the factory 
in Valencia, California. Up unti 1 now, the bes t known 
!v:irafone products among symphonic musicians have been 
their excellent CC and BBb rotary-valve tubas, and their 
genuine contrabass trombone (with four parallel slide 
branches), which are assembled and marketed in the U. S.A. 
from their Sun Valley factory in California. But they are 
of the opini nn that they have a competitive product in 
their bassoon, and it is being aggressively marketed. 
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Conn, Elkhart, Indiana. Conn was the first U.S. manu-
[ac turer to go into producti on on the bassoon, and such 
was the excellence of the s e products from the start, that 
they caused a noticeable drop i n the n umbe rs of European 
instruments being imported into America at one stage. Conn 
utilizes some extremely sophistic n ted equ ipment in the 
manufacture of their bassoons , equipment that wou 'd n ll t be 
economica l ly viabl e i n a smaller company. Their ma t eria l s 
have always been first c l ass, too. Yet the Conn has 
a timbre all of its own; not typically German, pos s ibly a 
infinitesimal part French, but with a very "open" sound 
throughout most of its range. There is a n American bassoon 
sound, and in some ways the Conn typifies this. There is a 
"professional" mode l and a student model, the latter ve ry 
similar to the former in ~l l but finish and p r i ce . 
Linton/Armstrong, Elkhar t, Indiana. Jack Linton a nd Son 
are - among the pioneers of the all --p l<Jstic bassoon in the 
U.S.A., and the Linton bassoon (now called and marke ted by 
Armstrong) is exceptionally popular in that country 
as a "first" student instrument. There are t hree models, 
w':' th 21, 22 and 23 keys respectively, all made entirely 
from Durlon, a patentee material ( the body, tha t is). Two 
models incorporate some s ort of aid t o small hand s , s u ch 
as a plat eau C, additiona l trill keys, and 10 rolle r s 
(four on the cheapest model). A tuning slide is built In. 
As noted earlier, t hese bass oons ar e immediately identif-
iable by thei r absolutely straight, bulge - le ss bell J"i nt , 
and somewhat sleek black plastic finish. 
/ 68 
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Fox, South Whi tney, Indiana. Hugo and Alan Fox mus t be 
regarded as two of America's great innovators in the field 
of further refining the Art o f Bassoon Making. The Fox 
bassoon pr ogramme has top models which vie with the 
8 
current Heckel in popularity and excellence, as well as 
all-polypropelene "compact" models speci fically designed 
for small hands. Plus a large number of very interesting 
models in between, in both maple and polypropel,·.le. In 
short, Fox offers the full spectrum. As mentioned in 
an earlier chapter, Fox will build the Cuciureanu keywork 
onto two of its maple models. 
It is i nteresting to note that Fox has been building both 
long- and short-bore models since 1951, and refined both 
models considerably in the intervening years. Fox claims 
to have a definitive v e rsion of the long-bore bassoon 
in production now; the timbre is reputedly on the dark 
side and it is pitched two or three cycles/second lower. 
Not an i n strument for the first player in a large symphony 
orchestra, but an instrument that beginner !: are likely to 
find easier to manage and to play in tune. 
/69 ... Footnot e s 
1: LeUell. to the WII..L:t ell. , 1982 
2: A Hech.e.l contll.abGA-1oon w.i.th II.C/ftge to .low A, whicft the /J}lI.itell. 
ha-1 p.layed, .L-1 owned by DII. JUAitJ 
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3: Dav.i.d T. BOII.-1t: The ChOItgj.ng 'Ro.le or the Ba-1-1o,>n. Teadtell., ~Iay 1978 
4: JoWlJta.l or the Jntell.na:t.i.ona.l Doub.!.e 'Reed So ciety, ea~t LWt.1.Ln!j, 
~1.i.cft.i.g.(1Jt , USA 
5: (rill. ChQl/..le-1 Howe.l.l, then or the CAMB Oll.cfte-1tll.a, Cape Town, 
lUrrwe.lf.- a 'Pildmell. devotee 
6: The WII..i.tell. had ra.i.ll..ly exten-1ive expell..i.ence or -1Ucft un .Ln"tIl.UlIlent 
be.longj.ng. to the Un.!.vell.".i.ty or the OIl.OItg.e FlI.ee State, B.loemrontebt. 
A ra.i.ll..ly hQl/.d Hombacft cuntll.abQ-1-1oon lI.eed wa" ""ed 
7: AII.:t.i.ue.Ln The Doub.le 'Reed, Spll..Lng 1982 
(;: In DII. 'Ron KLimiw I" que-1tionna.i.lI.e, .i.t wa-1 lI.evea.led that out of.- 138 
NOlI.th Amell.icOIt bGA"oon.i.-1t" .Lntell.v.i.wed, nu rwcll. thUfl 111 pell.f.-oll.-
med on Hech.e.l-1 I the-1e well.e rUII.thell. -1ubd.i.v.ided .mto -1ell.ie,,), whi.le 
9 p.layed a Fox OItd 6 a 'Pudmell.. 
/70 . . . lInci./..lall.!} equipment 
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CHA'PTC'II. 6: ANCJLLA'II.Y [QUJ'P~[Nr 
Whereas it is the mouthpiece th Lt is most capable of 
influencing the playing characteristics of a brass 
instrument, in the case of the bassoon it is not only the 
reed but the crook -- bocal in the U.S.A. that has the 
largest influence on the instrument's playing character-
istics. It should be noted that virtually all first-line 
bassoons come equipped with three crooks, not of di ff ,·rent 
playing characteristics or favour ~ng different parts of 
the rang e , but merely as a tuning device. The"traditional" 
bas s oon does not have a tuning-slide as such (although the 
contrabassoon does), and the three crooks supplied are of 
different lengths, while maintaining the correct taper for 
that make or model. 
Heckel makes over a dozen varieties of crook, many of 
which are used by p layers of other bassoons. In addition 
to the variations in length, there are variations in wa ll 
thickness (the "D" variety) and a smaller tip ("B"), the 
latter reputedly de" vering an excellent high r egister. 
The Heckel CCV crook is also designed to facilitate the 
upper registe r . By far the most widely used are the 
"cc" series crooks, which have a normal bo"re and wall 
thickness, and the newer "c" series, which retain the 
normal bore, but are slightly lighter in weight. Most of 
tilese are available in up to five different lengths: 0, 1, 
2, 3 or 4, 0 being the shortest. The writer's Schreiber 
came equipped with a no . 1, 2 and 3 , th,' latter being 
called for occasionally in the course of a Natal summer. 
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There are a number of speciaLised woodwind firms making 
specialised crooks for a specific purpose or to remedy 
some problem, real or imagined. Virtually every basoonist 
has at least one "gimmick" crook, even j f it is just a 
"spare" from another instrument. Many student owners of 
mediocre bassoons obtain improved restllts with a Heckel, 
Puchner, Schreiber or even the smaller-bore Moennig crook. 
French crooks can be used on German-system instrumenLs,and 
vice versa. One specialist crook manufacturer is Allgood 
of Kalamazoo, Michigan, whose bocals are "expressly 
designed for ease of response in the extreme high register 
of the bassoon", and sell for $160 apiece. 
In the nineteen-fifties Conn used to manufacture a crook 
made of 
due to 
red brass -- "Coprion", they called it, no doubt 
the higher copper content and the appearance --
rather t han ordinary . yellow :) r.:1SS (\"'lich has less copper 
and more zinc) or nickel silver. This crook was actually 
supp)ied as standarc with their bassoons at the time, but 
is unfortunately no longer in production. Their current 
nickel silver models have been found effective by the 
writer in "opening up" the octave above middle C on some 
instruments, although it affected the intonation of some 
notes immediately below middle C. Other crooks of U. S. A. 
manufacture which enjoy a measure of popularity are those 
of Polisi , MacGibbon and Linton, all manllfacturers of the 
complete instrument in years gone by. 
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The relationship between player, instrument, crook and 
reed is a delicate one, additionally influenced by 
ancillary factors such as the hand-rest (or lack thereof) 
and the way the instrumented is supported or suspended via 
th e seat or neck strap. Mr Ingo HollAnd, principal bassoon 
of the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra, sums up the situation 
with these word ,, : "I personally believe that one cannot 
become a first-class bassoonist unless five factors 
blend harmoniously: 
1) Your own physical makeup and cond ition; 
2 ) Your schooling, especially regarding embouchure; 
3 ) Your instrument; 
4) Your crook; 
5 ) Your reeds. ,,1 
Mr Holland plays a Puchner bassoon with a Puchner no. 2 
crook, silverplated, and chosen personally out of 50 such 
crooks at the Nauheim factory "to harmonize with the 
instrument", as he put it . Thus, the bassoonist needs not 
only to "match his equipment" (as in the case of the 
trombonist); he (or she) needs to match all tl1P compunent,; 
of his musical equipment with his physical person. 
This "matching" will obviously include a decision on 
whether to use the neck strap (which itself can be modif-
ied by using a bass guitar neck-strap, distributing weight 
more evenly), seat strap, or William Waterhouse's adjust-
able peg rest, bass clarinet style (which, of course, must 
be accompanied by a ~cook of modified angle), or even some 
combination of any (or all) of the above. 
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The hand rest supplied with every German-system bassoon 
mayor may not be of the right angle to suit the player's 
hand. Players occasionally use it turned through 180 0 , 
or even discard it altogether, building up the butt 
at that point with a layer or two of cork. 2 Players with 
large hands may make up a larger rest, or modify the 
existing one to stand further out [ rom the instrument. At 
any rate, the player's comfort is paramount, and anci 11-
aries may need to be "tailor-made" in some instances. 
The reed is probably the greatest variable in bassoon 
playing at any level, and most leading players manu f ac , ure 
3 their own. Many, however, prefer to have reeds made t o 
their own specif i cations, and a p roliferation of profess-
ional reed-makers exists for the bassoonist's (and 
oboeist's) convenience, both in Europe and the U.S.A . 
In South Africa good reeds are available from Hombach, 
Volkman and Volker Braach in Germany , and l'eter Musson in 
Australia. The writer has his r (' ' ds made in the style of 
Vo l.kniann by Mr I'ierner Eichler of Pretoria, who als o 
produces a very good imitation of the Hombach reed, 
procuring most of his cane from that gentleman. The 
Brilhart fibrecane reed has been used with some measure of 
success wi th beginner pupils , being impervious to humidity 
or altitude. Most professional players in South Africa 
find they need two sets of :-eeds: one for the coastal 
areas, and a considerably softer set for th e Highveld. A 
good quality reed that is medium-soft at the coast can 
become unplayably hard in tll~ thinner air(less resistance} 
and drier atmosphere (particularly in the winter months) 
of Johannesburg or Bloemfontein. /74 
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The effects of the reed and crook on the bassoon's playing 
characteristics are better understood (and more openly 
discussed) than was the case a generation a go. Alan Fox,in 
an article entitled "Bocals", insis t s that "By far the 
most singularly important part of the i nstrument, L" e 
bocal , dominates the response, resistan c e and tone of the 
bassoon. It affects the overall p i tch of the instrument as 
well as the re _ative intonation .... Even a mediocre bassoon 
may have a reasonably good sound and scale if it is f it ted 
with a good professional bocal.,,4 William Spencer points 
out that a good crook is manufactured to tolerances of 
within ten-thousandths of an inch, "Thus, a small dent 0 r 
particle may completely change the playing characteristics 
of the entire horn."(emph_sis added).5 A case in pOint is 
the Puchner purchased some yea l· S ago by Mr Henry Scott of 
the erstwhile Cape Town Municipal Orchestra, which refu s ed 
to perform acceptably unless played with a Hecke l crook . On 
closer investigation, it was found that a considerable 
amouQt of excess solder had been left on the inside of the 
Puchner crook, along .the l ine of the seam. Once this had 
been removed, the instrument and crook performed as 
was expected of them. 
An obse s sion I>li th ancillary equipment is to be discouraged, 
though. As Archie Camden puts it, find a crook "that suits 
your particul a r instrument -- and you -- stick to it and 
get on with your pract i sing . . . There is far too much 
hanke ring after unobtainable perfection in rcg il r d t o 
. t t d . t ,,6 ~ns rumen s an equ~pmen ... 
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Or, as an American player put it, "Spend less time making 
reeds and more time practising'" 
Certain occasions do however demand "gimmick" reeds as well 
as bocals, and Camden (inter alia) advises a "special soft 
reed" should be used for the infamous pppppp ending of the 
fi rst movement of Tchaikoll5 :;y I s Sixth Symphony, one 
of the only occasions where a change of reed during a 
performance is considered defensible . William Waterhouse, 
in a review of the 1984 Munich International Bassoon 
Competition , commented that "Some players craftily changed 
reed and /or bocal for the final top note" of the Tansman 
Sonatine. 7 
Finally, the addition or subtraction of kcys -- incluIllng 
having additional holes bored in the instrument -- must 
be considered under the heading of ancillnries. The 
famous Gwydion Brooke, formerly of the Pltilharmonia 
Orchestra , has, it is under.: '_ ood, undertaken a good deal 
of experimentation in this direction, and his Adler 
bassoon is reputedly much-modified. 8 The high D key for 
the left hand thumb is regarded as standard equipment on 
virtually all instruments except the most inexpensive 
student models, and the high E key - - felt by many to be 
of questionable \'!sefulness -- is readily available. The 
writer has played a Heckel with a semi - plateau E (1st fin-
ger, left hand) key, similar to the 1st finger, left hand 
key on the plateau/Conservatoire system oboe, that greatly 
faci Ii tates the half-holing required for G and Ab bc low 
middle C. 
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SUM~A~Y & ~~O~NOSTJCATJONS 
AS WE HAVE NOTED, the evolution of the bassoon since the 
1870's has been characterised by caution rather than 
radicalism. Perhaps that is just as well, as a steady 
evolutionary process is still taking place 
of the Americans as well as the Germans 
in the hands 
which is now 
beginning to benefit from the advances of the Space 
Age. "Spin-offs" from this new technology of the seventies 
and eighties makes a wealth of new, light-weight and wear-
resistant mat e rials available to the builder of bassoons 
-- at a price. The modern practice of lining the small 
parts of the bore has added immeasurably to the longevity 
of the instrument. Tentative experiments carried out uver 
the last eighty years with rubber and oil-based plastic 
c ~mpounds and, latterly, epoxy r esins, have brought about 
an entire sub-culture of their own, epitomised in the Fox 
and Linton/Armstrong bassoons. In Europe woodwind instr-
uments have been manufactur~d out of transparent perspex. 
This use of synthetic materials must increase in the 
future, as more and more young musicians (it is hoped') 
take up the bassoon as a means of personal self-expressi on, 
and as world supplies of quality maple and other suitable 
woods become more and more depleted. 
It is unlikely that this depletion will occur before the 
turn of the century, however. The bassoon is -- and is 
likely to remain for some time -- a highly specia l ised and 
somewhat "elitist" wind instrument, calling for 3n above-
average degree of dedication and a very fine ear from its 
would-be player. 
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In sharp contrast to the student worl d of brass, where 
an over-supply of excellent young players now exists, 
there remains a decided under-supply of bassoonists in 
most corners of the musical globe. There are a number of 
reasons for this. Firs t ly, as has just been mentioned, the 
instrument is a demanding one, requiring above-average 
intelligence, perseverance and aural perception of a 
student for him or her to reach the stage where they can 
adequately contribc ~ e to an ensemble or perform accompan-
i " d solos. Secondly, a very small percentage, p er capita, 
of music educators engaged in school music are primarily 
bassoonists, a n d will usually channel new recruits into 
whatever is most needed in their wind ensemble or orches-
tra, or ont o their own "speciality". Pr ivate tuition is 
expensive (not being subsidised as is the case with the 
various Provincial Inst r umental schemes i n South Africa), 
and is usually given by an orchestral player whose teach-
ing time is limited . And if the person teaching bassoon 
is not a specialist in that instrument himself, reed and 
mechanical problems can become the order of the day, 
rapidly disillusioning young players. As far as embouchur " 
is concerned, that is a far more serious matter in the 
long term, and the writer is concerned that an entire 
generation of South African bassoonists is growing up' with 
a pinched, oboe-type embouchure, having been taught 
by oboeists. To compound the error, one or two of them are 
now teaching, passing on their oboe embouchure to their 
students! 
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There is no instant solution to this problem. One can only 
hope tha t instrumental educators will become more Dware o[ 
the bassoon and its requirements, earmarking suitably 
promising students for the instrument and passing them on 
to a specialist as soon as this becomes feasable. This is 
essential if the country is ever to become self-sufficient 
in orchestral players or the bassoonists required for the 
many defence force bands and regimental units. "In the 
land of the JH ind, the One-Eyed Man in King" goes the old 
adage. We need to break the vicious circle in woodwind 
education and produce more true specialists. 
The des ign of the bassoon , as we know, still incorporates 
a number of anachronisms, although the Cuciureanu mechan-
ism i s , it is sincerely hoped, "here to stay", and 
movements in the direction of a neo-Boehm system a 16. 
Klimko and others is discerned from time to time. Thc 
anachronisms are being refined, area by area, in the know-
ledge that the bassoon cannot afford to lose thcm at the: 
cost of its tonal character. Although a certain "inter-
nationalism" in approach is noted on the part of conduct-
ors, who tend to require a Heckel-type sound even from 
players of Buffets, this by no means extends to manufac-
turers, who adhere fiercely to their own concept . Whi le 
meeting players' demands (to a greater or lesser degree) 
and, on t"e surface, appearing to be Wilhelm Heckel 
clones, most other makers' instruments remain highly 
i nd ividual in character; anything else would be unthinkable' 
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The appearance of a new maker in the person of Jeremy 
Soulsby of 37 Hampton Park Road, Hereford, England, 
is encouraging, to say the least. There is a two-year-plus 
wai ting list for Mr Soulsby's instruments. Ms Kim Walker, 
a former student of zoger Birnstingl and Sol Schoenbach, 
plays a Soulsby in her position with the Turin Radio 
Symphony Orchestra (1983). 
Further than this, the cr'ystal ball remuins c l oudy. 
Any significant change to the bassoon as w~ know it is too 
far in the future to register clearly here. WhJt is clear 
is that the instrument wi~l retain its irtd ividuality --
regardless of advances in mechanism because that 
is what the players want. And, one can rC!asonably hope, 
conductors too. While the trombone "is a sl"eping giant"? 
the ba s,; oon remains "The Gentleman of the Orchestra" .10 
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OOUBLJN(;: 7'055JfJJLJTJ[S & JfI17'OSSJ(],1LJTJ{'S 
We arc concerned here with the possibilities of doubling 
between the trombone and other winds, and the bassoon and 
other winds. Although the possibility of a trombonist or a 
bassoonist playing a keyboard and/or a string instrument 
is a very obvious one, it has no relevance to this thesis 
and will not be discussed further. Except tll aud, par::m-
thetically, that it is to the trombonist's or bassoonist's 
musical advantage to have some fluency on an instrument 
capable of accompanying a fellow trombonist 0 ,' bassoonist, 
be that instrument the organ, piano, harpSichord , g lli t ar 
or marimba. 
As to the possibility of doubling bett"een the trombone :l nu 
bassoon, this is a controversial one . The writer has done 
so -- to the extent of obt aining an, LRSM Performer's and 
Teacher's Diploma on each -- but admits th"t to achieve 
any grea t measure of success on the one instrument has 
meant virtually abandoning the other for a considerable 
period of time. It is not an exercise to be recommended tn 
stud\=nts of either instrument. A seasoned player can 
maintain an approximately Grade VI level on the "other" 
instrument with relat'ively little effort, but climbing 
above this requires an inordinate amount of practiSing 
time. It also gives rise to the occasional "backlash" by 
the embouchure muscles, and one is reminded of the lines 
from The Eddystone Lighthouse: "What man built up by day, 
the sea broke down by night'" 1 f one is to inclul:~e ono'~-
sell in this kind of musical schizophrenia, the "othl,r" 
instrument should enjoy the pla yer 's intense anc! uncil.vic! ecJ 
attention for at least a year at. a ti,me, so that SO IlIl : rt'al 
standard of competence can be attained. 
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Having said that, the subject of combining the t."ombor", 
with the bassoon can be considered to have been s~t aside 
unt il further notice. I t wi 11 be prudent n ow to cons ide r 
the more realistic (and factual) "dodbl ing" options oren 
to accomplished playeys of thp trombone anri lI[ the b"ss~;on. 
a) ':'ro,,,botle duubling with other Low Brass: 
This is so common that it is virtual.ly expected o[ the 
trombonist, although certain accepted conlbinations are in 
evidence. In a symphony ' )rches tra, the [i rs t tromboni s tis 
l.sually expected to double on bass trumpet (not 0 problem, 
as it can be convenient l y regarded 35 a narrow-borc' villve-
trombone by the player), alto trombone (which can be "1 
problem -- being pitched a perfect fourth highe.- -- lInless 
equ ipment is very carefully chosen and matched ), and 
snmetimes euphonium as well (this is ~il~ier for some 
players than the bass trumpet). 
The second trombone is expected to lw (II-> I " to dOllh I" un 
euphonium, and occasionally on bass trumh"nc "'hic' it 
mean" having alternative (and ,"<Itching) equipillent Thc: 
bass trombone is usually expected to be able to "help out" 
on second tenor if needed; for this he may use a symphony 
tenor mouthpiece in his bass trombone, or have a separate 
instrument altogether. More important, 'le is sometimes 
expected to double on tuba which, in spite of the differ-
ence in pitch between the two instrw(I(-nts (a minor s~venth 
or an octave), thic, is the true bass LromhonlsL's "[;JV,lltr'-
ite" double. (The symphonic tuba player is oi"ten c: .pl' ct .,'d 
to perform Moussorgsky's 
this is generally safer 
trombone players). 
"Byd lo" on l he ('''ph<Jll j '"ll, 
in the hanri s of one or 
btlt 
the 
" ' ) OJ 
In the free-lance world of the recording studio ::Ind "lClgl.· 
band the situation is somewhat different. Tn their Advice 
t o Would-Be Professional Trombonists! Rex Pe<.;r ilnd Rug e l" 
Bissel.l strongly advise broadening one's Inllsic<ll t:, 'll.'nl" s, 
abilities and knowledge "in order to give YOllrsl'lf LIS guod 
a shot at economic survival os possible . .. . especially try 
to double on bass/tenor trombone, bass trombone/t ub<l, 
baritone(euphonium)/troillbone. Also, keyboard abilit y or 
competence on a rhythm instrument would help, (as ,,,o uld) 
arranging/copying". 
They go on to point out that the bLIss t "ombono/ cenor 
trombone is probably the most imporLant, <In,i ccrtHjnly tl,C 
most cOIT"non, double . The writer concurs that Lh,-, chClngL' 
between bass and symphony(large-borL') tcnl"" is " :l SY , hu t 
would mention that the change between a full-I",r 'l', JO llb l L' -
valve bass to a smal l-bore "jazz" ten()!- is by n ,) [i" ,uns 
e ffortless. Attempted the other way round, j l is WL'I I n j I',il 
impossi ble wilhout a substantjal training pc-"jocl. 
The ' ''switch in equipment", as Messrs. PC' l' r & Bissc·11. rill 
it, is the greatest problem i,n doubling between trombones 
of different sizes a~d playing characteristics. The 
writer has come to the conclusion that finding different 
mouthpieces (that match each instruments bore) with 
the same or a similar rim contour is a major part of the 
solution. Bissell w,ites "I've considered scrl'\v-rlrn mourh-
2 pi (I ces and so on, but what ('ntit'd "I' do j ng 'v., s l () 
choose two rather different mouthpi.eces Et)r the l"We' rnj ln '-
bones, which give me roughly the S3ml' overall fCl"llng." 
Los Angeles free-·lance trombonist Alan Kaplan considers it 
to b e in every trombonist' s interes t s to dOllble. fi t: 
advocates that "A tenor trombonist shaul d work on bass 
trombone and euphonium, and bass trombonists sh()uld 
work on tenor trombone and tuba . Time should be spLnt on 
the doubled (sic) instrument every day." i\a pLm s uggests 
war .. ling-up on one's principal instrument "to save your 
embouchure" and to incorporate one facet of onE" s pl"ying 
on the doubled instrument.3 Sound advice' I 
Luckily for the trombonist there ar2 c('rtain "matching 
pairs" of tenor and bass mouthpieces -- rnatchi.ng hy ,lint: 
of their identical rim curvature or cont JUr, that is 
that makes the situation less hazardous thiln might be 
imagined. Two examples are the Holton 18] (bass; .,11<1 
HoI ton's Van Haney Large Bore Tenor, which e vc;,) appear 
identical at first glance but have, of COllrs(', vcry <I i rf-
erent interior dimensions; the Schilke 58 (hilss) is i.l 
perfect match for the 52E2 symphony t(,(lor . l.ikcw i :;( ~, Ull' 
Bach 5G symphony tenur mouthpiece matches the 8m" llcr 
no. 9 rim almost perfectl .:. The player must simply take 
the trouble to find oGt what matclling equipment is avail-
abl e, and to find out through 1 argely empirical methods 
what works for him (or her). 
/R ~ ... ll )Low Rrass/lligh Rr;lSS 
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h) Trombone doubling Higl Brass 
This is not a commonly found d0Ubl ing, nor i:; .i V .JI'I 
easy or particularly feas ,. " _ vile. \"hereas, in the CIl se of 
the trombonist doubling on euphonium or bass trumpet, the 
player can use the same mouthpiec e ilS he duL's on ilLs 
principal instrument (with perhaps a modificatj on to 
the shank), no such possibi 1 ity exj sts for the doubl er on 
high brass instruITItents. The diameter of a trombone or 
euphonium mouthpiece will be between 25,4mm & 26,4mm; th~ 
diameter of a trumpet, cornet or flugelhor-n mouthpiece 
between 16mm and 17,3mm, and that of a French horn ht'tween 
17mm and 18 ,5mm, with a very diflerent rim, 
There are a few studio musicians who douhle bc'l'\,cen 
trumpet and tenor trombone (and/or ViJ I vc' l romb<.HI(') , 
but trumpet is their principal instrument in all cas"s,llnd 
their trombone sound is insubstantial (us j.s their 51 ide' 
technique). It is not a doubling to be n"comlTlt'ndc,d , One 
that does stand a fairly good chance of wu,-[d ng wi cllout 
detriment to either instrument's embouch"rc i e· betwc'C'n 
trombone and French horn; th e late Thomas Beversdorf of 
the U.S.A. was such a ~layer. And , providing the true deep 
cup mouthpiece is used (the Denis Wick 4FL or 2FL being 
excellent examples), the trombonist wi ll have more success 
tackling the large-bore flGgelhorn than either the trumpet 
or the cornet. A real challenge for the tromboni s t Wile) 
wishes to remain true to his or he r genre is tile ,,1 i dl' 
trumpet/ descant trombone .4'!'hl"S pLlr ' ~ l'd "t I 
_ ~ S 1 '-' l.ns rl.lm"llt lC1S 
a different "feel" to, and less resistance than a tnllllpl't 
of similar bore and, if played with the correct mouthpiece 
blends homogeneously with a tr"mbone choir. 
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It is worth mentioning that ~lr Jeffrey Reynolds, bass 
trombonist in the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orch~~tr~ , 
directs a Moravian Trombone Cho i r in his spare time, 
consisting of DesciJnt, AI. to, Tenor, Bass and Conll'ab<Jss 
trombones. 
The criticism most commonly leve l ed ag . .!lnst the s1111", 
trumpet/descant trombone is that Al the positions are so 
close together(on account of the half-si%e slide) tl13t it 
is extremely difficult to pIny in tunc; H) it llo e s not 
sound like a trombone. Well, granted, it clues not sound 
like a tenor trombone - - nor should i.t , ;j" the instcl.lmcnts 
. re a full octave apart in pitch bllt, then, nt'LthL'r 
does an a'to trombone sound like a tenor tromh, ' r", . At 
least, it's not supposed to. The Descant does bll' lH.I with 
other trombones -better than (Ioes a tnJlnpL,t, cornvt or 
fltigelho rn. As to objection AI , this could only have IWen 
fo rmulated by players unfami lia,- wi th 110, " ," I [I',"nbon l' 
slide technique, for there is absolutely no pr()l>ltCm ill 
"putting the slide in tl " , right pIiJco", even Cit specd. 
It remains only to mention, under the sub-heading High 
Brass, the really high brass in the form of the high D,Eb, 
F or high Bb("piccolo") trumpets. These specialist instr-
uments are beyond the reilch of many trumpeters, and 
trombonists should leave them strictly ill onc· . Tht.·y an: 
an3 Lllama to the low brass embouchure. 
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c ) l'rombone doubling with Woodwind, 
Unlikely though this may appear at first glance, it Is ti,e 
writer's contention that a Low Brass/Low Woodwind dOLlb Jing 
stands a greater chance of success than cl ocs [J Low 
Brass/High Brass combination, The bas s trombonc' '1nd 
tuba embouchures , c er tainly, are less disLurbed by dou bl -
ing on a really low wood wind -- the contraba ssoo n , thl' 
Eb contrabass or Bb bass clarinet, and Eh haritone 
saxophone than th ,· y are by French horn or trumpet. 
There may be two reasons for this . Firs tly, the l;lrg <-' 
single-reed mouthpieces result in an embouchur e shape thot 
is compatible with that of th e tromLo ne or t ubu (the 
contrabassoon is obviously a special. case); s(,cond J y, t he 
p laye r is operating in a tessitura with with hi' is 
familia r . 
Frankly, the low woodwinds presen t a specia li st Car~e 1 " [lLI 
on their own , and the writer is not )"CC(lmrn, "di.ng Sitch n 
doubling with trombone, The point is mad e in t h e: u p"nitl;: 
sentence. 
As far as doubling between trombone and h i gh woodwinds is 
concerned, there is a case for the flute, i t being a reed-
less instrument. The clarinet and higher saxophones 
require an embouchure that is generally too tight to be 
compatible with trombone playing, and the oboe "'tlboLJchurc 
is so sp8cialised as to be at odds with that of C'VC'l"y 
other Ivind instrument, and dIametrically opposecl L" ["ILil. 
o[ the l ow brass pl Hyer, 
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dl German-system bassoon dOIlJ-,ling French-system 
and/or Contrabassoon. 
While the majority of German-system bassoon players ma y go 
through their entire 1 ife without even seeing a French -
type instrument "in tile' flesh", the roc is a sto""di.ly 
growing school of Lhought among pl ayers in the lJnitt'd 
States and Canada that mastery of the French bassoon is 
actually beneficial to their Germano-systeTn t·,'cilniqlle 0 It 
natllrally also provides the player with an additiona I 
mode of expression not too far removed from that of th oi r 
principal instrument. Just a s orchestral trombon e sections 
"sw itch equipment" to instruments of il differl'nt t irnbrc' 
when called for in French programme , the ,;j.tuilLion .i s 
e nvisaged where bassoonists could do 1 ikewisL' . Dr Ronald 
Klimko, c",-rently studying the Buffet in l'<Jris wi lh 
Maurice Allard , writes " ... 1 believe as stron g l y as 
e v er that the bassoon players of the.: flltlirE' co ul d (<ind 
perhaps should) learn to play both (systems) \"ith c'IlInlly 
great artistry . Many players of the F.-l'neh bassoon "n' 
dismayed with conductors who have begun to specify ,,,hleh 
bassoon they want played. Wouldn't it be marvellous i.n till' 
future if the bassoonists were to tell the conductor wh i ch 
i ns trument r ' ~y were · going to play for each work on t he 
programme?"S 
In an obvious attempt to bridge the t onal gap bett~een 
"traditionalists" o f both persllasions , the SclmCT (P:lri,,) 
factory nuw produces il new model ['"" .., nch h;IS~;llon til:ll. h"s 
undergone' changes to the bore in the> d ircctinn of tlw 
German bassoon. Desc ribed b y M. Allard as sounding "(non-
ymous and false", these instruments are now played in the 
Orchestre de Paris. 
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Klimko observes: "an average player of the French bassoon 
is most often technically far superior to most 'fagott' 
players (as the French call them)" , and adds that the 
technique of most German-system players is referred 
to by French-system players as "situation technique" --
just enough to get by on. 6 
The contrabassoon presents the German- or French-system 
bassoonist with a challenge of a different kind. There 
exists, too, a Buffet contrabassoon, which again sounds 
rather d i fferent to the Heckel, Puchner and Schreiber 
contra, and requires a somewhat diffen·nt approach, 
particularly in the realm of reeds. 
Here the hassoonist is faced \vith the same relationship 
that the clarinet player faces vis -a-vis the bass clarinet: 
an instrument with almost exact ly the same "shape" of 
embouchure, virtually identical fingering, yet a fllil 
octave lower in pitch' The physical part of the fingering 
presents no p roblem as the keys of many contras are 
act u11 1ly easier to reach than o n the bassoon, d ue to the 
full mechanisation of the instrument . But pitching can be 
a problem for the uninitiated, as can breath support; the 
c ontra must have strong breath support in all registers 
plus a medium-hard to hard reed -- if it is to proje,ct in 
any ensemble. 
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The contrabassoon has its own speci.ali.sts, P,ll:ticuL,rly in 
the U.S.A. where, paradoxically , the contra is still il 
somewhat neglected instrument outside the symphonic 
context. The instrument is a lso gracluDl1 y aC(jlrl)·i.ng i t~; 
own solo repertoire: Cregg Henegar, of the Houst o n Symph-
ony Orchestra, rece n tly premiered a Concerto for Contra-
bassoon by the American composer Donal 1::rb. Soon to 
be published is Henegar's Modern Exercises for the Contra-
bassoon; Victor Bruns has written Two Pieces for Co n tra-
bassoon and piano, and there is a Concerto for th e instr-
ument by the eminent Gunther Schuller (puhlished Carl 
Fischer). Irwin Schulhoff has written 
Solo (unaccompanied) Contraba s soon, and 
for the inscrument is published by Leduc . 
Bassnachtigal j'or 
Migot's Prelude 
Gerald O' Conne r 
and Cornelia Biggers are two more American players act 'j '. ,' 
on Lile contrabassoon. 
However, the contrabasoon is not a "double" fur eVC' I"y ba s-
soonis t, and the sheer size of the instrlJment mily bl! II 
daunting factor to those of a more modes t phys iClll bui Ld . 
Equally daunting is the pr ice of such a instrument, and in 
most in s tances funds n e 'J to b e forthcoming from a teach-
ing or other insti t ution for i ts purchase. They do exist, 
but it needs to be an affluent woodwind player indeed who 
CIlll aspire to hi s own private contrabassoon' 
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e) The bassoon and other Woodwind instruments. 
"Many problems with the bassoon embouchure at th e advanced 
level are really breath control probl e ms. It is well to 
remind the student in this respect that th e hasso on is a 
wind instrument, not a lip instrumcnt .... If the reed is to 
do its best work, the lips must allow it to vihrate -- not 
make it vibrate."? This writes William Spencer; a similar 
piece of advice is proferred by former principal oas500n-
i s t of the Camerata Acade~:ca Orchestra in Salzburg, 
Aus tria, Ro ')ert J. Moore: "One of the mos t common probl ems 
... , is the embouchure. So many times the bassooni s t has 
been t L'ansf(;rred from the clarinet or th e saxophone, and 
he continues to stretch the lower lip over the teeth and 
bi te on the reed , usually wi th the co r ners of th,:, mouth 
pulled back in a smile ... just the opposite of the 'cushiun' 
type of embouchure preferred by most American bassoonists. 
It is important to get the embouc hure away from the 
teeth so that the reed is supported sol ely by thL' lip 
muscles. ,,8 Larry Teal, in his chapter on doubling 
(wit~ saxophone) , acknowledges that "The bassoon embouch-
ure is quite different from the other woodwinds, with 
the lower jaw pulled back, and a great amount of lip used 
.over t h .2 lower teeth. The lower lip is altered from one 
register to the other while the upper lip remains station-
ary, and very little pressure is used on the reed.,,9 
The point of these quota tions is to e mpl)Qsi s e th e aware-
ness necessary on the part of the doubler- nnd that, 
as contrabassoonist Gerald O'Conner [luts i t , "If you 
expect to play well on more than one instrumen t (even 
related), you sho uld 
t i me orooort i onately." 
figure 
10 
on increasing your practi ce 
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While it is clear that some b[lssoonists find it , it-sil-abl e 
to double on other woodwind instruments, ti, e overal I 
opinion is that one has to work that much harder to main-
tain one's hard-won bassoon tone, and that it is bcttE.,r 
for one whose principal instrument is the ba ssoon to be H 
11 doubler than "the other way around"_ 
One such player is Los Angeles s t udio bassoonist Ray Pizzi, 
who, in addi tion to baving made a name for himse'l f a s an 
improvising bonafide jazz bassoonist , has fOllr record 
albums to his credit, featuring work on suxoplltlnc lind flllt" 
as well as on the b, ,s oon. The flute would :Ippt'ar to be a 
cnmpatible "doubler" with the bassoon, being reedless, dnc! 
sharing the diaphragm vibrato, while the s axophone 
be it soprano, alto, tenor or baritone, is a n lO'ccss ary 
prerequisite to entering the performunce arena of the 
recording studio. The baritone saxophone is 1 ikel y to be 
the doubling instnlment least detrimellLal to til,-' lJ"lssoon-
i.s t's embouchure, particularly if said bi,ritone is cq ll ip-
ped with one of the more compact metul alloy mouthpieces, 
such as those manufactured by Otto Link or Berg Lal-sen. 
Very likely cognizant of the "fringe benefits" involved,Dr 
Klimko actually encourages some of his students to "take 
other instru~ents and voice_ Particularly sax. land some 
jazz work) usually helps their bassoon playing. ,,12 Stlld i u 
bassoonists such as Ray Tricarico, Wa L I Y Kline and Fr"d 
Alston Jr. are all primarily bassoonist·s \vho h" v e Add"d 
limited doubl.ing to their repprtoire, he it on fl u tc: , b:',ss 
clarinet, or one or two of the saxophones only_ A mn,'c 
limited or p~rhaps specialized doubling is c ertai nly jl lst -
iLicd, considering the exigenci.es of bassoon t",:hni que _ 
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It Illust be added that in the CflSC of the c la rirlC'ttist, 
saxophonist or eve n flautist, not merely doubling hut 
"tripling", "quadrupling" or "quintupling" is r equ ired of 
the freelance studio musician . In the <':0Ilr5(, or (l t lln'l' -
hour recording session he might be r0quire d to pur[,Jrm (I n 
flute/pi ccolo/a lto flute, and/or clarinet/h"ss Clil..-il,, · e, 
and/ or any (or aIL) of the saxophone s [rom sop ,-ano lu 
baritone. There are, admitteclly, those who are known to 
special ize in the less-frequently called-for woodwinds 
such as the proper bass flute in C (one octave] OWl'l- than 
the concert flute), bass saxophone or cont.rabass C']<1rin"t. 
And, of course, the oboe or the bassoon
' 
Thl:Y arc ilC(,Offl-
odated accordingly within the woodwind section, lHlt the 
whole situat:ion is very much subject to whims of rhe 
arranger who, in the major U, S. cent res at I (,;1St:, is 
accustomed to having this ~ I ' oad palette of wOllciwi n lj 
colours at his disposal. 
La rr.Y Teal feels, from the saxophoni.s t ' s vi.C'wpoi nt i 11 
particular, that "a realistic view OL t he musical st:ene 
will reveal that the advantd~es (of doubling) outweigh the 
disadvantages. ,,13 Mr Pizzi's efforts appea r to have 
been reward ed, at any rate: he was elected by the Grammy 
Awards Committee as the "t1ost Valuab l. e Player" for four 
consecutive years. 
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II IJni.'1"C' d Oll" l c between the bassoon and the Renaissance 
cornetto, one \-;hi.ch was well known in the recording 
studios of Deutsche Grammefon's Archlv studios, was 
that perfected by Herr Otto Steinkopf. This gentleman, 
erstwhile hassoonist in the Concerts Celonne Orchestra, 
vir t ually singl e -handedly hrought about the renaissance of 
the cornetto which could perhaps best be described 
"5 a curved alto recorder in G (rather than F) that is 
pl."yt'd wi t h a clip-shaped mouthpiece (similar to · a small 
TIIod, n1 cornet: mouth piece , hut wi t h a much narrOlver rim). 
"he cornetto embouchure is extremely taxing. The instrum-
('ne i.ts<,l f has no resistance to speak of, and the player 
needs to purse the lips together far more strongly than in 
the case of the trumpet o r horn. In addition, many notes 
nl'cd to he "humoured" into t une; possihly this is the 
"1 inking factor" in techniquc between the has ~oon and the 
cornetto. 
Thi s observation provides the opportunity to l ead to 
another concerning the bassoon/trombone combination: the 
on1 y common facto r that can be positively identified in 
the l)layin~ or tl1ese two instruments is the Sllb-con s cious 
"cnn'cction process" inherent in both techniques. In the 
case of th e bassoon, even the German-system instrument 
Abounds in notes which are less res ponsive than, possess a 
(iifferent timlyre t o, And have inferior intonation to 
rnnst oi the other notes on the instrument; the p1.1y"r 
1 E:' <l,-ns to compensat e for these various defi.cienci.es by 
:}"I('m,,! i('nl1y m"di ryinr, e mhnuch"r e [mei/o }- iln-' Clrh cnntro1 
in ()}-der t·" bring til" offending notes "into 1 in('''. /e) ,) • • . . ' 
This soon becomes a reflex action, p,"-ticlilal"ly \,'il,'n l.h, 
player has an ear that is of above-average sensitiv 'j ty_ 
Similarly, on the Bb & F trombone, when thc' F section is 
engaged it results in a slight inCrt' (lS0. in r('sj stClncc t"O 
the player's breath stream, os there is nowapprOXim;)tl'ly an 
extr<l metre of cylindrical (rather than mildly conical) 
tub I ng to be travers ed _ The player very q"ickl y lea rns to 
compensate for this via a slight increase' in diaphrogm 
pressure and/or air speed, SO that n o loss of vol ume or 
change of timbre is a udible_ With the additional D sect-
ion of the double-valve bass trombone bei ng brought 
iTlto play, the same compensatory reacti on OCCllrs _ Thlls it 
s hould be pOinted out that the low (two Leger 1 ines b", 'low 
the stave) C and B-natural do not present difficultiLs [0 
the student because they are low , but because of rl1(' 
abundance of additional cylindric;)l (i. e_ resist ,ll"ll.l' -
producing) tubing that is required in onkr t o ohtain 
these notes. The lower (pedal) Bh is cLlflsid, ' ,,,hl.y cn,;jl' l-
to ' produce, as it 1 s the funuamental of the "opl'n" ill) 
instrume1'1 t_ 
If doubling is to be attempt (. ~, then,common sense dictates 
that expert direction be sought on the "o ther" instrument. 
Teal reminds us that "The embouchure is not transferabl e 
(from one instrument to the other), and the performer must 
constantly bo aware of the instrument he 1." plilying . 
Often we hear the remark 'wh en I practic0 th~ (Xl, "IY (V! 
embouchure suffers. ' I , the emhollchure j,; "11,,\,, , (/ ro 
fn,eze in one posi,tion this conditi()n is bOllnd t() "I'I""'"- -
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"The doubler must endeavour to establi sh the correct 
embouchure for both instruments, and be able to make th e 
shift instantaneously" 14 (emphasis added). 
Although non-winds are beyond the purview of this thes is, 
the following observations on accompanying media for the 
trombone and bassoorl are incl.uded. It must be stated that 
relatively few bassoonists or trombonists seem attracted 
to the sound of the pianoforte; they very often me n , ly 
accept it as the medium for which their accompaniment was 
intended. Given the choice, however, most would agree that 
th e organ particu larly an instrument ca p,lbl e of a 
Baroque organ sound, replete with strong 2' flutes, etc.--
is a vastly more effective accompanying medium, particul-
arly where transcriptions are concerned. And, in the caSE' 
of the bassoon, the harpsichord is a d c· lightful iJ CCOmpilny-
ing medium; so, too, is the class i cal guitar and even th(· 
1 ute. Naturally, only the piano wi 1.1 do for twC'ntietlJ-
century works written for that accompanying instrument, 
but there is no harm in considering alternatives. What is 
to prevent a trombone solo being accompanied by a good 
player on the concert marimba, for ins tance, when up to 
four mal lets a r e u sed? Nothing at all,not even convention. 
And the accompaniment of Ravel's Piece en forme de Habanera 
can so easily be modified for classical guitar , affording 
a truly felicitous combination wi th the bussoon , he it 
German or French. 
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To conclude this sec t ion, rol l l)WS 'fe'i1l's 
comparison chart of performanc e t"chniques fOJ: the wood-
wind c1oubler. It is ext r eme ly gc·nera1 [zed, dTid the' ,orit L' I: 
does not conCll r with th e concept o[ "jilw mution" heillg nn 
integral part of th e tongueing p n ,ccss ol~ the bil>iSOll ll. 
I t is, however, relevant to th i s c1iscll s sion . 
-- I Saxophone 
Cushioned 
, 
bur finn I 
Vari.;, de in 
different 
registers 
, 
Jaw I 
i 
Tip of J'ced I 
wilh ti) or I 
II PpC r pa rt 
of longue 
, --_ .. 
F l ute C lar inel 
-
['Iexible and 
control le d Fai r ly firm 
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Slight the s ingle 
reeds 
Diaphragm, None; jaw 
th roat or in (la nce 
~t)lIIb inalio n work 
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- -
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- -.- ~-
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--~~~:'---1 
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l ! 
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CON C L U 5 JON 5 
DOUBLING between certain wind instruments is feasable, and 
up to a fairly high professional level. By the same token, 
doubling is not a musical activity that can be expected to 
appeal to all instrumentalists, particularly those engaged 
p'Jrely in symphonic activities, where there may be neither 
time nor motivation to put aside one's principal instrument 
even for a limited amount of time. 
Even to those who a r e strongly moti vated to double, a 
strong inhibitory factor recently identified by Edward 
de Bono 1 s what he terms The Ed;;e Effect is often 
present. This involves the initial momentum necessary in 
order to make doubling (or any ot "", r n e w activity) a 
reality, and the "fear of the unknown" that oftEcn accomp-
anies this new J ctivity. 
Dr de Bono explains that "any path of change that involves 
an initial difficult > or unattractive edge will probably 
not be followed. This places a terrible restr i ction on 
evolution because so many forms of change involve at least 
some temporary d i. sadvantage for an established interest" 
(emphasis added).1 The following concrete analogy is 
provided: "A plane t axi es along the r\lnway picking up 
enough speed to take off. Unitl take-off actually occurs 
the plane is a danger to itself and to its surroundings .,,2 
Is this not precisely the problem holding back tll" devcl-
opment of our Boehm-system bassoon? /100 
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And the doubler, still in the stages of d"veloping a 
technique on his "new" instrument, must certainly be "a 
danger to himself and his surroundings" until the necess-
ary musical momentum has been generated' 
The Edge Effect extends to student practising, too. 
Routine-shy youngsters, while basically fond of their 
chosen instrument, and well -motivated musically, have 
trouble making the initial move of opening the instrume nt 
case and assembling it. Once this "edge" has been removed, 
they practise away merrily, oblivLous of the clock' (An 
obvious remedy here is to have the instrument already 
assembled, on an instrument stand). 
To qualify th opening statement further, the feasable 
doublings must be identified once again. In the case 
of brass/brass, the major factor is the matching of mouth-
piece rims, regardl e ss of whether the instruments · re of 
high, medium or low pitch; certain combinations that are 
more favourable than others have been identified in the 
previous chapter. Iri the case of woodwind/woodwind, the 
necessity fo r the "second" (or "third") instrument to 
requi re an embouchure that is in some way compatible I.;>ith 
. 
that of the principal i nstrument, has been stressed. In 
the case of brass/woodwind, the prognosis is generally 
doubtful, except in isolated special cases which have been 
mentioned; low brass/1.ow woodwind in particular having 
been cited . 
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Larry Teal sums up some of the primary requisites for the 
doubler on woodwind:-
1. Possession or development of a sensitive musical ear. 
Relative pitch perception is very important, since many of 
the instruments are transposing and it is necessary 
to orient to the sound of several pi tches from the same 
written note. These people gifted with absolute pitch may 
find this a detriment, as they hear only i n concert pitch. 
This poses special problems. 
2. Flexibility of the embouchure and supporting muscles, 
plus development and control of all the muscles affecting 
the various lip positions, as each embouchure uses a 
different combination. 
3. Some mechanical ability to ac' '', ire skill in keeping 
the various instruments adjusted. In the case of oboe and 
bassoon, reed-maki ng and trimming are also a necessity. 
4. Muscular co-ordination and flexibilit y of the fingers 
and hands. 
5. . ealisation that pract i ce time must be expanded 
to accomodate the added burden, and that each instrument 
must be practiced regular l y. 
6. The use of the . best possible instrument is paramount 
for the doubler, as he has enough problems without the 
added handicap of an inferior instrument .... It is better 
to wait unti l the necessary finances are avai lable than to 
purchase a cheap instrument which will produce only 
frus t ration and disappo intment . 3 
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The writer concurs heartily, adding tllat the perfect pitch 
syndrome referred to in 1). is only a problem when the 
individual is musically inflexible. In regard to 2), 
the doubler must be selective in deciding how many differ-
ent embouchure applications he can reasonably accomodate' 
In connection with 6): the quality of the doubli ng instr-
ument does indeed need to be as good as that of the 
player's principal instrument. This can ubviously lead to 
a considerable capital outlay, on brass or woodwind. 
To complement Teal's admonitions, the following viewpoints 
are proffered by the writer: If one is to double at all, 
the player must already possess a solid technique on his 
or her primary wind instrument, ar rl be motivated by the 
following factors:-
A) A compelling wish to perform (as well as to express 
one'ssel~ musically) on the alternat ive in~trument(s); 
B) A firm and unambiguous concept of the tone quality one 
wisll · S to produce on the alternative instrument(s) (as the 
late Archie Camden put it, "Ultimately, a player will have 
the tone that his ear demands,,)4; 
C) The circumspection to avoid the alternative instrum-
ent(s) technique(s) _~d embouchure(s) becoming detrimental 
to that of th~ principal instrument (bearing in mind the 
"edge effect"); 
D) A personal commi ttment to devote the necessary time 
and attention to the pursuit of both (a ll ) instruments 
(which involves more intellectually than mere"practising"; 
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E) Pre~areJness to seek expert advice and guidance from 
specialists on the alternative instrument(s). 
Just as "Human intentionality is the glue that binds the 
rules o [ Linguistics together,,5, . it must also be the 
momentum behind the p lilying of any musical instrument or 
combination thereof. For che writer's part, the erstwhile 
practice of doubling on two unlikely "companions" -- the 
trombone and the bassoon, who have little in common other 
than a portion of their repertoire -- came about not as 
the result of any whim or caprice. A challenge, rather ; it 
was the only action to take in the face of an overwhelming 
love for both instruments, their timbres, and their 
playing characterist ics. 
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